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A LL S U C C E S S F U L S P O R T S M E N U S E T H E M .
The above picture represents Luman
Sargent of Upton in the act of clubbing
a bob cat or Canada lynx that was cap
tuied by him last fall at Pond in the
River below Richardson lake. This cat
now adorns the office of Anglers’ Re
treat, E. F. Coburn’ s hotel at Middle
dam, and over the fireplace are a couple
of pictures like the above half-tone cut.
The photograph was taken by Judge
Robert Livingston of New York. It
will be observed that the cat became so
interested in Judge Livingston’s camera
that he didn’ t observe Sargent in the
act or striking him with a club. Mr.
Sargent it 65 years of age and he has
guided 45 year-, probably a longer term
of service in guiding than any other
man in Maine has seen. Mr. Sargent
killed this cat in the trap, but he says
the picture is true to life because he has
clubbed them when they were not in a
trap.

A Story o f Two Sandpipers.

Special features of safety, strength
and durability combined with best
quality and construction.
Send for free Quarterly.

B akerC u n andiForgingCo.,
BATAVIA, NEW YORK.

SACO’S F IR S T D EER .
Fat Doe Shot by

Two

Men at

Same Tim e.
The first deer shot within 20 miles of
Portland belongs to baco, for a hand
some doe was shot Saturday by two cit
izens of that place.
The Biddeford re
cord has the following account of the
close:
Biddeford sportsmen were out before
daylight this morning, ready to take ad
vantage of the open time on deer, which
went into effect at midnight, and before
the sun rose had secured a fine speci
men.
The fortunate ones were Roderick
Tarr, the well known Saco and Pettee
foreman, and G. Milton Gordon a ma
chinist employed in the Saco and Pettee,
who lives on the Pool road.
Their prize was a handsome doe,
weighing somewhere in the neighbor
hood of 150 pounds.
The animal was secured out in the
woods lying south of the Pool road.
When they came in town many people
has a ohauoe to admire the handsome
carcass, whioh was taken over to Saco
where J. G. Weymouth dressed it. The
doe had been feeding on white acorns,
Mr. Weymouth said and was as fat as if
it had been stall fed.
Gordon has had eyes on the doe for
some time. She has been feeding in
the vicinity of Westbrook and the wood
back of it all the fall and during the
summer there was a fine buck with
her.
He and Tarr went out about 3 o’ clock
each armed with a rifle and secreted
themselves in a clump of bushes not
far from a Bpring where the deer has
been seen a number of times. It was
anticipated that she would come to the
spring this morning for water.
Gordon and Tarr waited; around the
spring for about two hours, however,
without any deer appearing and con 
cluding that they were not going to get
a shot at her started back towards
home. On the way out of the woods

they suddenly caught sight of the doe a
lew rods away.
Both men fired at her and according
to Mr. Weymouth, who said there were
two bullet boles in her, both hit the
mark. One bullet went clean through
the animal’ s heart.
Mr. Weymouth did not weigh the
deer, but thought she would tip the
scales at somewhere around 150 pounds.
This is a good weight for a doe.
So far as could be learned this was
the only deer shot in this vicinity. No
reports from up country hajl come in up
to now, but doubtless a number of the
animals were brought down during the
day in the back towns.
Last year when the open season went
into effect at least half a dozen deer
were shot on the first day of October.
There have been several deer in the
vicinity of Fortune Rocks this summer
and a tew days ago a fine one was seen
by a Biddeford man in the woods near
the Guinea road.
Sportsmen who go out for birds this
fall continue to have bad luck. For
some reason the partridge and wood
cock seem to have almost disappeared
and it is impossible to scare them up
even with a good dog.
Things are improving somewhat at
the Pool. Up to this week there were
scarcely any birds in sigh^, but within
the past few days tney have begun to
fly in greater numbers.—Exchange.

Moose on lucrease.
According to advices from all sections,
Washington county has more induce
ments for sportsmen this fall than ever
before in its history, and the big game
season promises to be a record-breaker.
Chief Game Warden George Warden
ofVanceboro in an interview declared
without hesitation that there are more
deer and moose in the county this year
than was ever known before. His dep
uties, who are scattered throughout the
game region, have reported both game
animals and birds in abundance in their
sections, and their reports have been
substantiated by the evidence of farmers
and woodsmen who have only a secondary
interest in such matters.
Three fine deer were shot within sight
of the station at Schoodic before the
arrival of the morning train down over
the Bangor & Aroostook, Monday morn
ing.
One of the deer brought down Mon
day noon was a large albino doe, o wned
by H. O. Hackettof Calais. Mr. Hackett
intends to have the animal mounted
whole.

A few weeks ago while bird shooting
on the Chatham, Mass, flats, my father
and I were eyewitnesses to a very re
markable and interesting occurrence,
which might be of special interest to
some of our writers and students of bird
life, especially while discussion is made
by various writers about the possible
reasoning powers of birds and animals.
While we were sitting in our blind, a
smaii flock of least sandpipers, or as
they are more tamiliarly known, peeps,
came by, and when about ten yards be
yond us, one of them suddenly left the
bunch and lit on the open flat and for
quite a while remained perfectly still.
It soon became plain to us that the
little fellow was wounded, as he soon
showed signs of distress, accompanied
by many shakings of the head, which
led us to believe he was bleeding inter
nally, especially as we could see with
our field glass that he kept opening his
bill as though to clear his throat of
something.
Soon another single peep came by,
and seeing the first little fellow, immed
iately whirled, emitted his greeting
“ tweet,” and joined him.
Almost immediately the well bird
seemed to see there was something
wrong, for, after walking around the
sick bird two or three times, he seemed
to actually begin to push him toward a
small clump of beach grass, ten or fif
teen feet distant from where they stood.
Arriving there, he again walked two
or three times around the sick bird,
then came close to him and laid his
head across the other little fellow’s
back, after which he settled down on a
bit of seaweed and watched him very
intently.
In about 20 minutes or half an hour
he again started the sick bird toward
the heavy beach grass which joins the
edge of the flats, and both disappeared
within.
Waiting ten minutes or so I walked
over to where they had disappeared and
saw what to me was quite a remarkable
sight. There, about three feet inside
the grass, was the sick bird, evidently
grown very weak now, squatting on
some seaweed and standing in front of
him, straight as he possibly could stand,
and with wings partly spread, as though
to screen him from view, was the well
bird, intently watching every move I
made. I left him there.
I (Having observed and hunted shore
birds for » good maDy years myself and
knowing their wild and wary nature,
also my father having shot them for the
last 30 years, during which time he has
never seen anything like this incident,
the occurrence was to me quite remark
able, as it not only showed that the well
bird realized there was something
wrong with this fellow, but he showedof
loyalty and constancy to him in time a
need. —Forest and Stream,
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Buy your Ticket to Bingham, Haine,
Via Oakland and the
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when you get ready to go

Hunting; or Fishing;.
Moose, Deer, Trout and Salmon in Abundanca
Rowe, Carry, Otter, Pleasant and Moxie
ponds and Bald Mountain Lodge are some of
the most prominent resorts.
Up to date
camps in every respect. Reasonable rates.
Two daily trains between Bingham and Bos
ton. Round trip tickets on sale at principal
B. & M. R. R. stations and Portland, Maine.
Fishing opens about May 10. Information
cheerfully furnished by
W. M. AYER, Mgr. Somerset Ry., Oakland, Mo

W hy Not Fish in M AINE
Where B IG T R O U T and L A N D L O C K E D SA LM O N
rise to the fly every day during the open season. Come
to the

Rangeley Lakes or
Dead River Region
and you are sure to get plenty of good fish. In planning
your trip send for booklet and maps, free, to
F . N. B E A L , Phillips, Me.,
Supt. S. R . R . R .
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foot of Rangeley lake near the Moun
tain View House. Commissioners Carlij*
C AN V A S CANOES.
t m, Stauley and Ring were all present. What the Local Sportsmen Are
Fishway Iii Rangeley Lake Dam In opening the meeting Chairman Carie
Doim; These Days.
ton stated that an arrangement had been
Was Granted.
made between the Union Water Power
We manufacture a high grade Canoe, constructed witti canvas cover, cedar ribs and
company aud the commissioners to the Party Visit Gull Pond aud Watch planking spruce gunwales, white asli or oak stern pieces and thwarts and brass bang
plates.
The Lightest. Strongest and Best. Send for catalogue.
Game and Fish No es at the End effect that it the citizens should re
the Fish Jump*
E. M. WHITE & CO.,
Old Town, Maine.
quire a fishway at the outlet of RangeSpecial correspondence to Maine Woods .
of the Season.
1-y lake the state would pay the ex
R a n g e l e y , Oct. 12, 1904.
pense, as ret t for the laud occupied by
Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .
Talk about doer being fast extermin
the state fish hatchery which is located
R a n g e l e y , Oct. 7, 1904.
ated. That statement is totally un
Now that the fishing is over for 1904 near by. Mr. Caileton said at the out founded, for never before has game of
It will be well to give M a i n e W oods set that the commissioners were going all kinds been so abundant as this fall.
leaders an idea of what the fishing was. to put a fishway into that dam, because Nearly everybody who takes the time
18 foot Canoe $25 00, 19 foot Canoe $26x0, F . O. B. Old Town.
Mr. H. A. Blakiston of Philadelphia, it was very evident that the people to hunt brings in one at east if he can Model and finish designed expressly for use on hunting and fishing trips.
who has been a guest at the Mountain wanted it, but he advised strongly that shoot straight enough. Among those Maple paddles $3.00 per pair. Order your canoe and paddles to-day.
View House every season for the past they have a suitable screen instead of who have brought in deer are C h arles CARLETON CANOE COMPANY,
Box 1 3 9 ,
Old Town, Maine.
18 years, sajs the fishing was much the fishway. He said that he would uot Hairy, one buck; John Rufus Wilber,
A.
S.
ARNBURG,
Rangeley, Maine.
better during the September just past expect the fishway to be so valuable or two bucks; Mrs. Fro-it of New York,
Kingfleld Sporting Notes.
Builder of Rangeley Boats
Write or prices.
so
satisfactory
as
a
properly
constructed
than be ever saw it before. Mr. Blakis.
one buck of eight points. G. M. Abbott
Special correspondence to Ma in e W oods .
H. (VI. B A R R E T T , W e l d , M e .
ton and W. R.. Crowell were out for Bcroen would be He also thought that of Rangeley, Charles Keuniston and
K i n g f i k l d , Oct. 10, 1904.
three days in succession and in those after a little while the people would de Leon Hoar of Phillips were hunting
Builder of FINE CEDAR BOATS.
Walter J. Pennell, son of Dr. and Mrs.
50fp~Write for price list and descriptive
three days they brought 30 big fish to eide in favor of a screen. There was one day recently. Keuniston aud Hoar
E. L. Pennell, got tw partrilges out of Catalogue.
the surface by fly casting. These fish no opposition to the fishway and those both brought back fine large deer.
three one day last weea.
would weigh from 8 pounds up to 9 who were heard in regard to the matter
A man who was working for Gib
Hunters at York’s.
were
Senator-elect
H.
A.
Furbish
of
pounds each. Mr. Crowell killed very
Mr. Ernest Heuuigar shot a good big
Oakes while out within a stone’ s throw
The
huuting
season at these camps
few and the only fish killed out of this Rangeley who drafted the petition, W. of the house saw a large buck walking deer near this village last week.
lias up to date been very good indeed,
R
Crowell,
Martin
Fuller,
L.
E.
Bowley
lot by Mr. Blakiston were on Sept. 22
towards him and within fifty feet of him.
Mr. Bert Bradley of N aw Vineyard both from the standpoint of the game
Commissioners
at Hunter cove, twb salmon that weighed and Captain Barker.
Having no rifle he went back, secured got a deer Saturday, hii first this sea supply and the number of Bportsmen
Stanley
and
Ring
also
spoke
upon
the
8 and %% pounds each. On Sept. 23 he
his rifle and came back to find the deer son.
that have been here to take advantage
saved a Si-pound salmon. On Sept. 25 subject saying that in vie w of the ex iu the same place. He fired, but missed.
of
the game supply.
perience
at
Cobbosseecontee,
Lake
Au
Fred Blanchard stmt a large bear in
he brought in a
pounder, both of the
The next shot was more successful, as
E. B. Hough aud wife aud W. S 2I10Ilatter at Greenvale. At Hunter cove on burn and Sebago that they felt that the it proved afterward, going through his the McKenney orchard last week. Mr.
fleld and wife of Providence were among
Sept. 20 he got a
pound salmon aud permanent solution of the subject would liver. The third shot went straight Blauchard sold the bear to Boston par
the early parties. They had Ben Gile
on the same day he got a 4 pound be a screen constructed so that a part of through his heart and he fell iu his ties. This bear was shot under the
same tree as the one killed by Frank for guide and they found plenty of deer
salmon; the above fishing was all fly it can be lifted when logs are being run tracks.
and partridges.
casting. Mr. Blakiston seems to he from the lake. They will, however,
U. G. Liczt, telegraph operator at Whitcher some time ago.
Rev. T. Calvin McLelland and wife
build
the
fishway
this
fall.
pretty near high line for the season on
Deeriug Junction, is on a h u ntiL g trip
Messrs. Willis Jordan and Earle Lar- have returned to Newport after a stay of
Mrs. W. R. Crowell of Birch Bower
general fishing and for trout fishing he
at Dead River station with a friend. He rabee went into Tufts pond Saturday on four weeks.
is the undisputed champion as he has a pet fox of which she is very fond. has already secured a fine large buck.
a hunting trip. As luck would have it
Mr. York, proprietor of the camps,
caught an 8-pound trout from the clay He lives in the house like a dog and is
Chris Boston went hunting one day Mr. Jordan got next to a flock of par was in Phillips, Wednesday, and he re
apparently
very
fond
of
having
doer5
banks on July 8. A1 Sprague is Mr.
recently. He didn’ t get a deer but had tridges at once, but as his gatling re ports that there are eight people in
visit him. When he has a dog visitor he
Blakiston’ s guide.
almost everything else, consisting of a fused to work properly, all escaped. camp now and they are finding plenty of
immediately
makes
a
friend
of
him
and
The champion salmon fisher so far as
skunk, a fox, a hedgehog and several Messrs. Jordan aud Larrabee brought deer an 1 partridges.
size is concerned was Mr. H. W. Clarke the two play together very much as two partridges,
home a partridge and rabbit, however.
Mr. York is planning to make a trip
of Watertown, Mass. When Mr. Clarke dogs would.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Miller, Miss
Mr. C. F. Hutchins and Mr. S. P.
The following deer were noted in the to Aroostook county this fall.
was trolling by Long point on June 10
Dorothy and Master Rupert, Mr. and
with David Haines, his guide, he Train of Boston returned Friday from a Mrs W. D Grant and Miss Blanche F. & M. baggage car at Kiugfield Mon
Deer Shipments.
caught a 9 i pound salmon. Mrs. W. R. week’ s stay at one of the camps at Ken- Daly spent Sunday at Pope’ s camp on day : Big buck, G. C. Holden, Wayne,
The following shipments of deer have
Crowell of Birch Bower on June 20 uebago. They bad Chas. L. Hamden Gull pond. The party did not go to Pa ; spike born, Arthur Longley, Bos
ton, Mass.; small buck, Nellie Reed, been made from Rangeley station since
caught an 8 pound salmon on June aud Joe Lamb for guides.
hunt but just to enjoy the day and they
Brunswick.
open time:
20 near the same point.
Mrs. Crowell
report an excellent time. According to
O 't. 0, one doe, Mr. E. B. Hough of
Is second ODly to Mr. Clarke for salmon
The first week cf the open season on Providence, R. I.
the shots that they heard in the near
fishing and equal to Mr. Blakiston.
Black Brook Camps.
vicinity of the camp they judged that it deer, 14 were shipped over the line of
Oct. 8, one doe, Mr. E. P. Bliss of
We give herewith a complete report
must be a great game country, as every the F. & M.; six to instate parties and Lexingt >n, Mass.
Special correspondence to Ma in e W oods .
of the trout and salmon fishing for Sep
Oct 11, one deer. Mr. W. T. Walsh,
body who has ever been there bunting the balance out of the btate. Mr. Ned
B l a c k Br o o k C a m p s ,
Great Barrington, Mass.; one deer, Mr.
tember: H. F. Holloway,. Montclair, N.
knows
As
the
paity
were
sit
ing
on
Tufts,
the
F.
&
M.
baggage
master,
says
D e a d R i v e r , Oct. 10, 1904.
W. B. Baldwin of Pittsfield, Mass.
J., 4^-pound trout; Wm. H. Hammett,
the veranda of the camp the fish were ah the deer shipped were of good size.
Fourteen have been shipped from Big
The hunting season has opened with
Newport, R. I., 4-pound salmon; E. A.
breaking in large numbers and several
elow.
a
rush
aud
everyone
is
happy
aud
when
Pearce, Hackensack, N. J , 4 pound
limes fish that !o. ked as though they
Strong Sporting \otes.
salmon; Miss E. L. Dorsett, New York, it is not a deer for a day’ s reward it is a would weighed 3 pounds leaped clear
Cunninghams Gone Ont.
big
string
of
partridges.
Nearly
200
4 pound salmon; F. G. Smith, Washing
Special
correspondence to Maine Woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham, who spend
out
of
the
water.
The
members
of
the
their summers in their beautiful camps
ton, D. C., 4, 8^ , 5, 5-i, 8i pound salmon partridges have been shot at these party wished it was about twelve days
Strong , Oct. 10, 1904.
on Rangeley lake, have returned home.
and a 8^-pound trout.. J. B. Kent, M. camps.
Dyke
Curtis
and
James
Welch
re
earlier so they could drop a fly in over
Those
in
camp
the
past
week
since
D., Putnam, Conn., 0 and 3 pound salm
1FLF.S. SHOT GUNS, REVOLVERS and
them, but the best they could do was to cently got a good sized deer in town.
R AMMUNITION. All kinds. Lowest prices
on; James M. Kent, 0, - i , 4, 8f, 3 ami 3- open season are Dr. Cnas. R. Viles, A. tell how good they would taste fried
Ch a s . L. H a r n d k n , Rangeley, Me.
Calvin Durrell lias purchased a new
pound salmon and a 4-pouud trout ; H. R. Jewett, J. W. Steward aud F. C. crispy.
38
40
Winchester
an!
is
now
ready
for
W. Clarke, Watertown, Mass., 5}^-pouud Dow of Skowhegan. They were in for
The Rrngeley Lake H mse is under
salmon; H. A. Blakiston, Philadelphia, a two weeks’ stay and had a fine time, going quite extensive repairs. Mr. and “ that deer.”
3, 3%, 5i,
3}£, 8-pouud salmon; F. getting all the partridges they wai ted Mrs. J. B. Marble are still there over
Hammond Richardson says lie has
L. Harlow, , Gardner, Mass., 3$ pound and three fine deer.
seeing the work. The house is always seen five or tix deer this fall since op>n
trout; F..G. Smith, Washington, D, O.,
Next was an old annual party: Arthur in the best of condition every spring
season, but as yet has failed to secure
8i pound salmon. The Mountain View Longley of Boston; L. F. Adams, G. F.
Doubtless, later on, Mr. Richard
The ladies of the church are planning one
House fish record shows that this fish Goodspeed aud Leon A. Bump. They to give a hulled corn supper soon for the son will slay the full quota allowed bv
ing was practically all with the fly. were in camp eight days, getting 25 benefit of the parsouage fund. Every law.
Greenvale, South bog aud Hunter cove partridges. Mr. Longley was the pioud body is cordially invited to attend and
An automobi e party consisti g of
seem to Lave been the favorite places possessor of a fine buck, which was the bring their friends.
Jacub Wirih, Dr. Pillsbury aud Mr. a.-.rl
for these September fishermen.
first deer he ever shot and lie got it the
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Grant have re
Mrs Chas. Prescott came from Farm
The^only guest who did much hunt first morning in camp. L. A. Bump
turned from Seven ponds. Ed Grant is
ington oy automobile and hunted tor
ing was Prof. Alvin Schroeder o f Boston was his guide.
A BAR G AIN
still at camp. He intends to trap this
For sale or ex< ha nge Steam Launch 49x12
rabbits on Dyer hill. Mr. Wirth secured
who with^Joe Lamb and David Haines,
Miss Helen Reed of Lewiston was a fall aud winter.
Topper fastened hull. Roberts tubular holler,
one, the rest (if the party none, but al All house engine, built 1901, in A 1 condition.
guides, got 11 partridges, a fox and a new visitor here aud she was an expert
Maurice Toothaker will move to .town
capacity 3?> passer gers, undt r government
deer.
woodswoman. She had the pleasure of soon and occupy the house vacated by expressed much pleasure concerning license, cost S8.5<’0, suitable for lake or trarsp.rrtation.
Will take anv reas nabie offer 'o f.
the tr p. The return to Farmington
Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. B. Hudson of De getting six partridges and a flue deer A. H. Sprague.
land or cash.
(. HARLES TIGHE,
*—
was
made
in
40
minutes
from
Mr.
Sam’
i
55 Vesey St., New York^Clty. ’
troit, Mich., arrived Thursday of last one afternoon. Harry Harlow was her
There are quite a number of sports
Gilman's residence on the bill.
week for a stay of eight or ten days. guide.
men still in town.
....F IS H IN G RODS....
Mr. Hudson is an artist and he is em
Mr. J. C. Viles o f Skowhegan and Mr
M. B. Schofield, Elmer Cobb and Geo.
New Store on Rangeley Lake House G r o t r d s
ployed by the United States Fish com Will V ile3 of Flagstaff were also here Hayworth went liuntiug Tuesday. They
Rediiuton Camps and Cottages.
Call and see my line o f Rangeley Wood
mission. He is here for the purpose of for a da>’s sport during a business trip. returned with a well filled game bag.
md Split Bamboo Rods.
Special correspondence to M a in e Woods .
painting the fish that are to be found
Mr. Jaeoo Henry of Long Island, an
N. D Bu-kman of the North Packing
E. T. H O A R .
R e d i n g t o n . Oct. 11, 1904.
here, viz. the landlocked salmon, brook annual visitor here the past three yens, Co., Somerville, Mas«., is the guest ot
R
a
n
g
e
ley.
M aine.
The
season
has
opened
by
guests
gett
trout and blue back. He will later go is also in camp for a two weeks’ stay. Ed Grant at Bevaer Pond.
.
ing
two
large
buck
deer.
Deer
are
very
to Craig B.ook station and Greene lake. Sam Nutting is guide.
T H E R A N G E L E Y STUDIO.
Ed Whitney, the druggist, is having
D eveloping, printing, son vent 1 view s et
Among the guests wfio remaiued here
Mr. Gaston Weinstein of New York his store, formerly the post-office, altere plentiful in this vicinity, and moose are Amatem
s can have heir work i rom ptly a
( becoming very plentiful also
late were Brigadier General Smith and and his guide, P. A. Rogers, who have
ended to by the m ost approved m ethod
in fine shape. Large whole plate
Orders
by
solicited. 1 want, to call th
A few days ago there was a large bull attention omail
Commander Perry of Washington, D. been in camp since Aug. 15, is still heie
f hotel and cam p proprietors '
jU ss windows have been put in, which
the
fact
tha'
I
am
always ready' to do view
seen about a mile on the track ahead of
C .; Judge E. A. Pearce of Hackensack. and is greatly enjoying both bird and
make excellent snow windows for his
ing and outside work of all kinds. Telephon
N J ; Mrs. Lilly and her mother; Dr. deer shooting, He has already one deer
the
log
train
running
south
o
f
Redington.
connections.
Christmas goods to which he will devote
Jam°s B. Kent and bis son, Dr. J. Man to his credit and expects to have his
tThis being the second time the same F. H. H A f i n , Prop’r., RangeUy, M
that store entirely.
ning; E A. Wheelock and wife, Put second one next week. He has also
Rangeley Studio.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mathieson will Itrain ran a race with a moose only in a
nam, Conn.; H. A. Blakiston, Philadel two nice fox skins.
different
direction.
spend the winter at fudian Rock where
phia; R J. Dorsett, New York with his
Mr. P. A. Rogers was attracted by a they will fill the position of caretakers, j Mr. and Mrs. Barcher and Miss Ruth
S P O R T S M E N .
sister, daughter and governess; D. P. big bull moose last week aud he said it
Order an up to date firearm. Su>'scribe to
formerly held by Mr. and Mrs. Will ■Barcher of New York returned home
Hayes and family of New Hoik
was a regular merry-go-round for some Tibbetts of Rangeley.
, after a four wee-s stay in camp. Mr. an up to date publication. Do it now.
(Mark this ad. for future reference)
The help about all left last Saturday time. The moose had 24 points on his
j Barcher is an excellent marksman and
32 Winchester Special High Power Rifle, $M.
excepting those who are to stay for the horns.
Farmington Sporting Notes.
will make another trip to Redington later Reloading Tool com plete for 32 special,
%
winter.
14
Jim Harlow met a big bull face to
8pecial correspondence to Main e Woods. j to tryjiis luck at deer hunting. While Colt’s 32 Cal. Autom atic Pocket Pistol,
Colt’ s 38 Cal. Autom atic Sporting Pistol, 18.
Some of the October arrrivals were:
face going down to camp last Saturday
F a r m i n g t o n , Oct. 10, 1904.
I in camp Mr. Barcher got his share of Colt’s 38 Cal. Autom atic Military PEtol, 19
F. P. Thomas, Andover; Edwin 8 . Cum and he said he was not half as fright
Reloading Tools com plete, 32 or 38 AutoThe following sportsmen on their w iy ! partridge.
m ailc.
mings, Norway; R. P. Judson, Westfleld,
12 gauge Automatic Gun,
33.
M ass.;M . K. McAleese, Philadelphia; James ened as he was in the railroad wreck at north to the big game regions recently | Dr Burns and friends of Philadelphia Browning
W
inchester
22 Cal. Automatic Rifle,
17.
registered at the Stoddard Hous : F H.
TV. Haines, Rangeley; L). S. Wing, Portland; Lewiston.
Savage 22 Cal. Automatic Rifle,
’
13.
i
went
home
Oct.
6tli,
regretting
they
could
Chicago
Typewriter
sold
on
easy
terms,
Chas. T. Snell, Boston; Frank E. White, RumThe Belgrade party had their usual Hazelton, Portland; L. Luce, Rumford
cash ptice only •
35
l not stay another month to enjoy the fall
ford Falls; Robain Arranault, Canton; F. M. good luck aud got six fine deer in a
Ithaca Hammerless Gun. 10,12or lGgauge,
Falls; H. A. Record, Old Orchard. Mr.
"Webber, Portland; R. L. Harvey, Auburn; S.
,
hunting.
Nevertheless
they
shot
a
good
regular
price
$25.00,
bargain
price,
21.
F.ed King, a traveling man, is in New
N. Buck, Norway; A. J. Nickerson, Irving P. week’ s hunting.
W rite me when you need anything in spor
string ot birds which they took home. ing
Ellis Jones and Russell Jones, two of Portland for a few days’ hunt.
goods, e e< tn cal goods, novelties ai
Bailey, Searsport; C. G. Blsbee and wife,
Miss Upam and Miss
Night are tools ot all kinds. I can supplv you.
Rumford Falls; L. T. Carleton, Winthxop; Stratton’ s best guides, are each here
Free Subscription ’ o the M a in e W oods f<
Guy Campbell left for Euetis Ridge thoroughly enjoying a week’s partridge one
H. O. Stanley, Dixfield; E. E. Ring, C. D. with a party from Boston aud they are
year, regular pric $100 given iree wii
each
order, or for t wo years with ea<
Wlggin, Orono; E. F. Stillings, Boston; Wal
Monday for a hunting trip.
shooting. These young ladies under- $20.00$O10.00
ld er, six months trial subscription 1
ter H. Sawyer, Lewis*on; Mr. and Mrs. Chas. having a good time.
the
above
with
each $ 5. 0 order v n g ie san
Dock Adams says he saw 25 partridges
Lots of bird hunting is being done ! stand rifle and shot gun shooting also pie copies Ma in k W o o d s free.
B. Hudson, Detroit, Mieli.; Geo. H. Huston,
South Bog; D. S. Wing, Portland.
Premiums—Send
$1 00 the leeulnr subs.-i't
dressing
for
comfort
ana
convenience.
one day while out deer huuting. He aud a few partridges are baing secured.
tion price tor M ain k W oods and r* ceive yoi
shot six with his rifle; Leon Bump got
choice o f any article ot sporting goods <
Late arriva's at Redington Camps;
tool -1ret dllng for 40c. or less, or one year In
Thursday afternoon of last week was 7; Mr. Longley, 0; Miss Helen Reed, 0
Bliss Farm.
M issN ettis D .U ph am , Miss Edith F. Nifht, Lewis subscription to Camp Fire Stories. Sam
copies Be.
t
held the hearing before the fish and and the kid, 20 the past week, shooting
ton;
Mrs.
Walter
Coburn,
Sherman;
Mrs.
\V.
M.
Mr, and Mrs. C. P. Bliss of Lexington
Send your order now and receive cat a
game commissioners upon the petition one on the wing with a 30 30 rifle.
Mass., who spend their summers on Kennedy, Miss Iva N. Spiller, Miss B E. Kenniston, fiee, from whloli to select your preiniu
Partridges and moose are more plenty their farm at Rtngeley, went home this ; Miss C. C. Cragin, Mr. and Mas. P. R. Eveiett, J. C. Catalog to anyone sending stamp. Addrc
of citizens of Rangeley and vicinity for
| Williams, Ervin Behe, R . H McMullen, Phillips;
R. A. MOKRISKTTE, Sporting Goods,
a fishway to be put in the dam at the than ever known for the past 20 years.
week.
J .S . Mooney, Bangor; F . T . Gilman, Rangeley. No. 303 W. Main Street,
Richmond, 1
(Mention where you saw this ad.)
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\ More Championships For j
“ IN FA LLIB LE ”
Mr. Ben Starr of Paducah, Ky., wins Live Bird Amateur
Championship of Kentucky with score of 6o straight.
Mr. T. H. Clay, Jr., at Mt. Sterling, May 25th, wou Kentucky
Target Amateur Championship with scores of 95 ex 100.
Both victors won with

“IN F A L L IB L E ”
Laflin & Band Powder Co.,
NEW YORK CITY.
He has beeu and remains a public
benefactor
and entitled to the thanks of
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and
every good citizen of Maine for making
Game, Augusta, Me , Sept. 20.
the hunting license statute, of which he
Editor of Shooting and Fishing,
is the father, a real law there. Yet for
New York City.
Dear Sir My attention has been this he has beeu very widely abused by
called to an article in your paper of Sept. nonresident hunters, neatly all the camp
15, headed Lobster Lake and signed by keepers aud by a very laige portion of
all the voters of Maine. He has been
L. F. Brown, which contains many mi
leading statements. I desire to call at wienched aud bedeviled by attacks and
made a target for spite, pique aud mud
tention to some of them.
In the first place* Maine does not ad slinging until he has become abnorma.ly
vertise her caribou hunting, neither does sensitive, wiuoing at the very mention
of Maine game laws. I commend to
your correspondent state the law cor
rectly when he states that “ if a non him a more prudent husbandry of his
letters, to read my article again, note its
resident camps there while hunting or
praise and to reflect and realize that his
fishing he is subject to arrest for viola
letter to the editor is a shabby return.
tion of the Maine statute that forbids
He says that Maine does not advertise
him to maintain a camp unless he has
her caribou hunting. Who or what is
hired one or more resident guides and is
the Maine that he says does not adver
paying them daily wages fixed by the
tise? For before me are the hunting
law itself, * * * * ’ » The fact is,
and fishing books of the three principal
the law provides that nonresideuts who
railroads used by hunters in reachiug
camp and kindle fires upon wild lands
Maine woods and each of them give-*
while engaged in hunting or fishing
pictures of the caribou. Is that not
must be in cbarg of a registered guide.
advertising? True, in a quiet corner of
Our law does not in any way regulate
these books they state that caribou are
the daily wages of guides, neither has
now eujoyiug a close season.
the nonresident hunting license law re
I am amazed that Mr. Carleton should
sulted in a 40 per cent decrease in the
claim I do not sta'e the Maine law cor
number of nonresident sportsmen in
rectly; namely, that a nonresident who
Maine camps nor indeed has it resulted
camps in that state to hunt or fish must
in a 25 per cent decrease.
employ a gu'de or be subject to arrest
As I stated above the law has abso
and imprisonment
What does he mean
lutely nothing to do with regulating the
by denying this? Of all men in Maine,
wages of the guides. They make their
own contracts, untrammeled by any he knows best that this is true. He is
the chairman of the Maine Inland Fish
statute or law.
Very truly,
eries
and Game commission; be has
Leroy T. Carleton, Chairman.
The above letter from Mr. Carleton made this whole subject a careful and
was shown to Mr. Brown, who asked compulsory study for years; he has the
game laws of Maine burned iuto his very
space for the following reply:
soul by reason of a huudred battles over
This morning’s mail brought the fol them. Again I advise him to more care
lowing very gratifying letter:
fully husband his resources and before
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
he charges a friend of Maine sport with
Bangor, Me., Sept. 19, 1904.
“ many misleading statements” to first
Mr. L. F. Brown:
»
abstain from making vitally misleading
Dear Sir I am in receipt of copy of statements himself. For lie is entirely
Shooting and Fishing of Sept. 15 aud familiar with Section 21, Chapter 30 of
congratulate you on your splendid ar t h e Revised Statutes of Maine, as
tide concerning Lobster lake.
amended in 1903, aud knows that this
Yours truly,
statute specifically declares that it shall
C. C. Browu, G. P & T A.
be unlawful for nonresidents of the state
A reply giving thanks for the letter to enter upon its wild lands with intent
was about to oe mailed, when the editor to camp and kindle campfires while en
of Shooting and Fishing showed me the gaged in hunting or fishing without beabove communication from Leroy T. iug in charge of a registered guide; and
Carleton.
that if such nonresident violates this
It furnishes the grateful pleasure of a prohibition, he shall be fined $40 and
new experience when, after I had ex costs of prosecuiion for each offence
hausted my vocabulary in praising and be subject to imprisonment for 80
Maine guides and saying they richly days. If this is not Maine law, I will
earned their charge of $3 daily and after apologize to the readers of Shooting and
having stated that the Carleton law pro Fishing. If it is, I demand an apology
tected Maine forests from being made a to them from him.
shambles by game hogs, to have Mr.
I repeat, what does he mean by deny
Carleton run amuck and treat me as a ing what the whole American sporting
critic. It will be merely a cursory world knows to ! e simplest truth? For
pleasure to now accommodate him.
reference to that law was the vital part
of my statement. I was also told that
the wages of guides in Maine were fixed
T A X I D E R M I S T S .
by law at $3 per day. To use this im
D, E. HEYWOOD, Taxidermist, material part of my statement as a sub
terfuge to deny that sportsmen not hir
Raugeley, Maine.
ing a guide are subject to arrest, fine
Same heads and mammals mounted and imprisonment is comio opera petti
early, also hides tanned. Write for (logging and to use his own words, “ mis
leading statement.”
:ircular. I can please you.
He says the guides make their own
wage contracts. Will he deny that the
standard daily rate per day for Maine
M E Z Z O .
*
guides is $3?
Has he never heard of the Maine
Game and Fish mounted Guides’ association and its laws? Will
be send to Shooting and Fishing a list of
in every known style by
Maine guides who will charge less thau
$3? Hunters would like that list. Does
N A S H O F M A I N E , he deny that guides are bauded together
forming a union to enforce that rate? A
All Round T axid erm ist, Norway and dozen times last summer I heard guides
there regard a suggested less amount
Haines Landing, Maine.
much as a New York waiter regards the
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such men as Hon. Treby Johnsorj Col.
W H. Williams. Col. Manning, 8.
Campbell, Co!. E Colby Dill, and Col.
F. W Plaisted, of Augusta.
Some of
the gentlemen now have in their homes
^
O F j&
or iu their offices, trophies, of the chase
upon the walls, and those who do not,
hope to after they get baok. And there
were others in the party.
Dr. George
K. Campbell of Augusta, and Dr. H. G.
Partridge of Providence, left on an earl
W h i c h Has a tta in e d P o p u la r ity
tp
ier train, and were to join the main
party further up the river, and on the
arrival of the hunters at Bangor they
B E C A U S E O F S U P E R I O R I T Y . were joined by Col. Plaisted’ s brother,
Ralph P. Plaisted, Esq, The party
will make its headquarters at the Ran
dall camps, on the West branch ponds,
M a n u fa c tu r e d
by
and if the members do not enjoy life for
the next two weeks, it wi.l be because
UNITED STATES C A R T R ID G E CO., they have forgotten how. In order to
keep their friends at home acquainted
L O W E L L , M A S S ., U . S . A .
with the progress of the hunt, a series
of wireless messages will be sent, an
patron who does not tip him 10 per cent required by our laws to employ guides nouncing the number of deer slain, and
of the amount of a dinner check. And “ when they enter upon the wild lands the name of the hunter.—Bangor Comthey were right. As I stated in the ar of the state (aud ‘ wild lands’ within the meicial.
ticle criticised, they are the best guides meaning of the law, are lands only in
in the world. Let hunters about to seek unincorporated townships; in eight
Charles D. House has returned to Au
>d deer shooting aud perfect guides counties of the sixteen in the state
gusta from a visit to Lee, having with
remember that fact.
there are no wild lauds within the mean
Or if he remains unconvinced, let him ing of the term ‘ wild lands’ ) w.th intent him a doe, which he will keep as a pet*
consult the index attached to “ In the to camp and kindle fires thereon (not The animal is a last spring’s fawn and
Maine Woods” (the superb current hunt wfieu they enter thereon with intent to is very tame.
ing and fishing book issued by the Ban simply camp, as stated by your corre
gor & Aroostook railroad) a u d see spondent,) while engaged in hunting or
W A N TS, FO R S A L E , ETC.
there: “ Guides, wages* page 83 ” When fishing,” or when they hunt, camp, fish
Price 1 cent a word each inser
he turns to that page he will find an ad or kindle tires in the eight counties
tion. Cash with order.
mirable and just plea for the Maine where there are no wild lands.
guides, ending as follows: “ Their readi
I had no thought that 1 should offend;
W A N T S.
ness * * * makes $3 a day an ex only desire was to have the unintention
ANTED. One good foxhound, 1§ years old.
tremely moderate compensation in re al errors of your correspondent pointed
Price $10.00. W. E. D e n n y , Franklin, N.
turn.”
out, to the end that gentlemen desirous
He also claims that the Carleton hunt of oumiug to Maine on a hunt ng or fish
AMP TO LET.
Furnished hunting camp
tor rent. No better country for big deer
ing license law has not diminished non ing trip might uot be iu error as to what
In Maine. Camps will accommodate large
resident hunters there 25 per cent. Very was required of them by our laws.
party. F r a n k c h ic k , Franklin Co., Madrid,
Maine.
well; he has the figures and is interested
It is no answer to my pointing out his
in having them make as favorable a inaccuracies to charge me with “ run.
FO R SA LE.
showing for himself as the father of the Ding amuck” or of “ haying been widely
OIt SALE—B’ive male, two female, full
law as they can be made to show. Let abused by nonresident hunters, nearly
blooded bull terrier pups. For prices ad
him supply Shooting and Fishing with all the camp keepers and by a very large dress, O. W. W illiam son , New Portland, Me.
the figures for 1903 and 1904. Then I portion of the voters of Maine,” or of
OR SALE—One nice Foxhound and one
nice Rabbit Hound. These dogs are two
will publish some letters from camp having been “ wrenched aud bedeviled
years old, handsome, thoroughbred English
keepers on this brauch of the subject.— by attacks,” or of being * abnormally and have been used one season. L. A. Voter,
New Vlneyaro, Maine.
L. F. Brown in Shooting and Fishing.
sensitive,” or of “ wincing at the very
OR SALE—The Salmon Camp, known aa
mention of the game laws.”
Brown’s cabin. Kettle cove, Sebago Lake,
Mr. Caiietou’s Reply.
It may be that “ camp keepers,” from Me., accommodates 30, furnished or unfur
nished, nice summer cottage. Also Bass Is
T i e usually sweet temper and serene whom he says he has some letters, are land and cottage, well known a* Bass Island
lovely island birch grove, 1J acres,
mind of your correspondent,
L F. better informed as to the number of Camp:
first-class water at door, Little Sebago Lake.
L. B. NASON,
Brown, seems to have been sadly dis nonresident hunters in Ma.ne thau are Also shore lots and camps.
Box 5, North Windham, Me.
turbed by my calling attention 10 sev the commissioners, but we had supposed
OR SALE—In the Rangeley Lake region of
eral errors, no doubt entirely uninten before reading his last communication
Maine—A fine camp, fully furnished, ice
tional, which appeared in his very inter tuar. we were tairly well informed upon house (filled.)’ store house and boat house;
power launch, boats, canoes, eic., etc. Best
esting communication on Lobster lake. the subject.
local Ion in the section. Will be sold at a bar
gain. For particulars, etc., address Ch a s . X.
It seems that I am most grossly at B
I am at a loss to understand the reason
e e b e , New London, Conn.
of it all. I supposed ne would be glad tacked by your correspondent, accused j
a s o l e n e l a u n c h f o r s a l e —Anew first
to have his attention called to any eiror of “ comic opera pettifogging” by stat
clnss gasolene Launch built May last, by
Thomas Stone ot Swampseot.t,. Mass., was on
ing
plainly
the
law.
of statement he unintentionally made.
exhibition at Horticultural H>. 11 at Automobile
He s*ems to take great delight in ' Show, uspd only two weeks, 20 f*. long, 4 ft. g
But it seems I was in error in coming to
in. wid~, Sagamore Engine 1% horse power, 3
this conclusion, for in his sweetly sar adopting the language of those antag- , blade propeller. dec'«s finished in mahoga ty,
brass rails, oak finish, canvas cover batteries,
castic manner he has undertaken to ouistic to fish bud game laws aud call- cvadie oars and tools, rn ce $3M. Net cash F.
O. B. Greenville, Me. Can be seen at Camp
imr
the
solemn
euactineuts
of
our
lawj
bolster up his former misstatements and
Waumbeek, Sugar Isla d, Moosehead Lake,
Maine, after Aug. 2 d or communicate with
hold me up to ridicule as to knowing making power “ Carleton’ s laws.
owner, Geo. H. Rimbach, Prop. Crawford
I
must
confess
I
have
never
heard
of
what I am talking about.
House, Boston. Mass., only reason for selling
Let us see about this for a moment the “ Maine Guides’ association” or of j is, that a larger boat is desired.
OTEL FOR SALE.—During the past winter
He said iu his communication: “ Maine “ its laws.” I am aware that there are
and spring we had letters fr< m several
is at once a challenge aud a magnet, a several local guides’ associations —pos- |hotel men who wanted information in regard
to
paying
hotel prop rty that could be pur
sibly
that
name.
“
Maine
Guides’
asso
repulsion and a charm to the sportsman.
chased. We couldn’ t name the right place
She advertises her caribou bunting and ciation” has been adopted by some one [ then; r ow we can. We know o f a hotel that
can he bought at a iow price considering its
then passes a law that no caribou shall of them, but if so it has not come to the j capacity for earning money, and *he cost of
horel and siables. it is located better
be shot within her borders until after atieution of the commissioners--but the
f >r making good money a'l t*>e year
there is no general organization of the ’round than any other hotel in the same
O tober, 1905.”
county. We a :e thoroughly conversant with
If this is not a direct statement that guides of Maine under that name or any the conditions surrounding this very desir
able hotel property and we solicit corres
other
name
and
never
has
been.
the state of Maine “ advertises her cari
pondence iti regard to it. Address the J. W,
I have written this, Mr. Editor, at the B r a c k e t t Co m p a n y , Phillips, Maine.
bou hunting ’ —not that “ individuals or
August 9,1904.
railroads” do it— but the state of Maine risk of your correspondent being again
—then I cannot understand the force “ amazed” at me. If be is “ amazed” j
and mean ng ot plain language. The that the truth shall be stated in homely ;
statement is as unequivocal that ihe language aud errors pointed out, I can- !
“ state of Maine advertises her carib u not heip it.
I had no idea of offending in the least
banting” as his statement that the state
“ then passes a law that no caribou shall and regret that he is so seemingly badly
ruffled.
be shot until after October, 1905.”
L. T. Carleton.
Again, he is quite as unfortunate in
Chairman Commissioners of Inland
his reply to my statement tnat “ he did
uot state the law correctly relative to Fisheries and Game.
uonreaidents being obliged to hire
Augusta ;flen to uthe Woods.
euides, and an alleged law of the state
Few lives have been
It now behooves the wild game of the
fixing their compensation at $3 per
noothern wilds to hie them ^to most re
day.”
.filled with such, thrilling
His original statement was: “ And if a mote fastnesses,far from the range of
nonresident camps there while hunting the white mau’s vision, aud from the
'experiences as are nar
or fishing he is subject to arrest for vio sm n d o f bis rifle, unless tbeyjwish to
lation of the Maine statute that foibids hear for the last time the soughing
him to maintain a camp unless he has among the pines, and to see for the last
rated in
hired o e or more resident guides, and ! time the October sun shining above tlie
is paying them the daily wages fixed by tree tops, for it came to pass, yesterday
the law itself, of not less than $3 per |afternoon, that a band of , Augusta hunt
day; penalty, $40, and costs for each of Iers took up the trail which leads
! northward to the the RoasLt.riverjregion
fense.”
Here was as distinct an assertion as to seek to find, and to k ill, the mi dcould be made, that the iaw fixes the j eyed deer. It is n o t. yet timej to say
compensation of guides at “ not less than i what the anticipated slaughter will re$3 per day per guide,” and if one is 1suit iu, hut as each member of the party
hired for a less sum the penalty is $40 carried iu his heart the unwritten reand costs for eaoh offense.
j solve to slay at least one deer, it is proI pointed out that there is nothing of bable that within three weeks time
the sort in the laws of the state of Maine, ! venison will be more plenty in the xluno foundation, whatever, for such an as- *1gusta market that spring lamb,
sertion. Theiaw has oever in any way, j It was uot a party of notices that
shape, form or manner, at any time, uu w aved adieu t » friends on the station
dertaken to fix the compensation guides platform,- on the way up river, but sea
soned hunters, men wtio hid heard the
shall receive.
I quoted the law compelling nonresi orack of a 30 30 ntle^ and sniffed the
dents to hire guides under certain cir aroma of deer’s liver and bacon as the
cumstances. It is not as stated by your camfe hack to camp at nightfall, after a
correspondent.
Nonresidents are only hard day’ s chase after the elusive game,
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ASK FOR fr°e catalogue of

Witch-Elk

Boots. They always please. tVitchell
Game o f All Hunting
Sons & Co , Ltd., Detroit, Mien.
Kinds Yery Abundant.
RANGELEY LA KE COTTAGE LOTS. Very

Deer Season Opens.

Special corresp on d en ce to M a i n e W o o d s .

:

D ID Y O U

GO

EVER

FISHING
AT

B IL L Y S O U L E ’S?
H a i n e s Lan ding;, - J ^ a i n e .

B es t of E ar ly F i s h i n g
for Salmon, Square Tail Trout and Lake Trout
that weigh from 2 to 9 pounds.
«i
One da y’s ride from Boston. Only 2J miles
o f buck board road. Lake 3J miles long, 1J
miles wide, surfounded by mountains cov
ered with green woods. Cabins are very
pleasantly situated on the shore o f this lake.
Spring beds, new blankets and clean linen
make our beds all that could be desired. New
boals and canoes. Best ot stream fishing
rear. We have canoe trips that take you by
some o f the grandest scenery in Maine, with
go. d fishing all the way. Telephone connec
tions at hom e camps with main line and doc
i tor’ s office. Purest of spring water. Hay
fever unknown. Excellent food. This is an
ideal place to spend the summer w ith your
fam ily. Terms reasonable. Correspondence
solicited.
JOHN CAllVILLE, Flagstaff, Maine.

If you want good

M o o s e , Deer, Bea r
or Bird S h o o t i n g
Come to Blakeslee Lake Camps. |
JO S E P H H. W H IT E , Prop’r., j
Eustis,
Maine.

BLACK

BROOK CAHPS.

222 Moose, Deer and Bears taken
here the past three seasons.
Terms only $ 1.00 per day. Address
J. G. HARLOW, - Dead River, Me.

Moose and Deer Hunters.

If you want record breaking head! com e to
Deer Lake Camps. There are more deer to
the square mile around Deer Lake Camps
than in any other part of Maine. Thirty deer
were seen from camp in one day this sum
mer. Small game is abundaut. I can get
you the best o f guides for moose and deer
hunting. My camps are easy o f access by
five hours’ ride from Greene’s Farm Railroad
Station at a small outlay for stage fare. For
particulars address
W. C. V a n V l ie t , Eustis, Me.

FLY FISHING
E v e ry Day in t h e s e a s o n
at

King and Bartlett Lake
and Spencer Stream Camps.
50,000 acres o f fishing and hunting
preserve is controlled here. Moose,
deer and small gam e are abundant.
Many brooks, lakes and ponds furnish
fly fishing, where trout and salmon
rise to the fly every day in the season.
Log cabins are situated on the different
lakes and ponds and twenty camps on
King and Bartlett lake furnish hos
pitality to the man w ho fishes and
shoots. For circulars and further In
form ation, address

HARRY M. PIERCE,
Spencer, Maine.
Farm ington, Maine, until May 15.

THE

STO RY

OF

THE

CUN,

Is Told for the First Tim e in

C am p

American

F ir e s

IN T H E

Small Arms.

Wilderness

By Edward S. Farrow, Late United
States Army.

B Y E. W. BURT.

A s the author of “ Farrow ’s Mili
tary Encyclopedia” “ Camping on
A book of valuable informatior. the trail,” “ West Point,” etc., Mr.
for campers and sportsmen with an Farrow has long been recognized as
account of travels and adventures in an authority upon all things pertain
wilds of Maine, New Brunswick ing to military matters. His latest
l work, “ American Small A rm s,’ is
and Canada.
a veritable encyclopedia of knowlege
Price $ 1.10 postpaid.
about the gun. It gives the com
Camp Fires in the Wilderness plete history of all varieties of Small
and M a i n e W oods i year for $2.00 . Arms that have been made in the
j United States since its settlement by
Address,
i the Colonists, and its descriptive text
M A IN E W O ODS,
Phillips,

-

is profusely illustrated by diagrams
and models showing the progiess of
Maine. American Arms up to the present

i d ay-

If you are interested in guns, if
I you own a gun, you ever use a gun,
1 you cannot afford to be without this
M a in e W oods readers are requested
book. It is the only work of its kind
to contribute items and articles about ! in the world
their experiences in the woods fur pub
Price $5.00 sold only by subscrip
lication in M a in e W oods and those
tion.
Articles aud Pictures.

j who have photographs to go
! stories should send them.

with the

J. W. Brackett Co .
Phillips, Maine, Jan. 11, 19C3.

Mrs. J. S. Freese Registered Guide. W E S T

CARRY

M A IN E WOODS,
Phillips,

-

POND

-

-

Maine

CAMPS

are located in an unsurpassed region for Deer. We guarantee a shot. A
moose is seen occas.onaily, bears are quite plentilul and partridges are very
plentiful in all directions. T. rain from Portland via Farmington, Strong
and Canabassett.
We give references and answer letters promptly.

Modern JRifle H.
Shooting.

Spring Lake,

Ot te r an d P i e r c e P o n d
Sportine C a m p s .

Situated in The Forks Plantation, Somerset
desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of County. Best trout and landlocked salmon
H. M. Burrows, Rangeley L ike House, Range- fishing in the state. Salmon were caught last
ley, or J. W. Brackett, Ptiillips, Me.
season weighing from 3£ to 16 pounds, Square
tailed trout from J to 6 pounds.
New camps and boats, good table, excellent
spring water. For full particulars write to
M L. FRENCH & CO., North Anson, Me.
\

K e n n e b u n k , Oct. 4, 1904
The law came off deer in this county
Issued Weekly.
$1.00 a Year. Saturday and everyone who owned any
kind of a gun was out after them Satur
M a in k W oods solicits communications and day morning long before sunrise. Some
DUPONT SHORELESS
flail and game photographs from its readers
When ordering the address of your paper of the sportsmen in the outlying dis
changed, please give the old as well as new tricts who have been seeing deer every
address.
T H E RECO RD B R E A K E R .
If you want it stopped, pay to date and say day all summer and who have been
BO.
waiting impatiently for the open season
Maine Woods Information Bureau gives in 
formation on Summer Resorts and Fishing to commence had their wishes satisfied
At an exhibition shoot at Lin
and Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St., in that direction, at least, but we have
with Boston Home Journal.
not seen any of those 300-pound bucks
coln, 1 1 1 ., September 19th, Mr.
This Edition o f Maine Woods tfiat have been so numerous in evidence.
Perhaps their vacation time has arrived
Fred Gilbert broke 100 targets
and they have gone off to enjoy it. As
straight, using
F R ID A Y , OCTOBER 14, 1901. soon as the anxious hunters cool down
a little, they will doubtless return.
Harry E. Lunge, Herbert I.unge,
Says Commissoner Collins of the
DUPONT SiTOKELESS
Massachusetts fish and game commission : Francis M Dnrgin and Don Chamberlain
“ There ought to he money in raising were among the Kennebunk sportsmen
frogs in Massachusetts, and I think that who started out Saturday morning in
T H E RECO RD M A KER.
there are certain places where the industry M. Chamberlain’ s automobile to get
may be carried on profitably. Although their full quota of game.
L.
Pitt Warren of Lyman recently
the commission has not taken any definite
shot
a
handsome
wood duck at Kenne
STA TE SHOOTS.
action, the subject is being considered,
because the demand for this food is grow bunk pond. Taxidermist Burnham of
Biddeford lias the bird in charge and
ing.” The fish commission of Pennsyl
Norway Company Won Gov. Hill
will make a fine ornament of it.
vania is now encouraging frog raising.
George T. Q linn of West Keuuebunk
Trophy.
It distributes free millions of tadpoles as
started for Washington county with his
The
state
shoot
of the National Guard
it does the fry of fresh water fish. The
trusty Savage aud hunting outfit ou of the State of Maine was held on the
farmers take them, and keep them until
Wednesday of last week.
George in
the tadpole has become the full grown tends to bring back his full share of range in Brunswick last Tuesday.
The shoot was very successful and
frog, when its legs are shipped to the game.
the men got a great deal of good out of
cities. The hotel market for frogs’ legs
Bert Hubbard of Wells had the
as a table delicacy is flourishing all over good luck of running on two plump rac it.
The regular team shoot took place, in
the country and the frog farm is by no coons while partridging one day this
which teams from every company in the
means an impossibility of the near future week.
state except H of Rockland aud I of
in New England. Those who have read
Austin Goodwin, sporting editor of Lewiston were entered.
The results
that wonderful story of frog raising in the Portland Evening Express, was in
were as follows:
“ The Virginian” may yet see the yarn Biddeford last week
Co. D. of Norway won the Governor
Charles Banks killed 31 striped snakes Hill trophy, which included $50, as the
outdone by the facts.
the other day on his farm at York Vil best team in the state, ana the Col.
lage. The largest one was four feet Kendall trophy for regimental honors,
Opening o f The Sanson.
With the pproach of autumn thoughts long.
making a score of 142 A second prize
A large number of gunners are occu of $35 and the Col. Newcomb Trophy
turn naturally to the hunting season.
The time to seek big game is at hand pying Breezy Point cottage at Bauneg- went to Co. L. of Houlton, their score
and all reports agree that moose and deer Beg pond and are having rare sport being 141.
were never so plenty in Maine woods as with the woodcock and partridges
Co. H of Wateivilie won the Capt. J.
now. Life in the forest depths is always which are very plenty thereabouts. Fred Hill trophy with a score of 129.
The party will remain until ThankagivCo. B received the Col.
Osgood
fascinating and when to the health and
iug.
trophy for the best team in Lewiston
recreation vouchsafed by such an outing
The Bauneg Beg House at Bauneyand" Auburn. First Sergeant M. E.
is added the great sport of capturing
Beg pond has enjoyed a prosperous sea
Newburg won by Byron Boyd trophy
antlered trophies, there is ample explana
son. T h j summer guests have nearly
by making the best individual score in
tion for the throngs of sportsmen that
all departed and the house is fast filling
H, 2nd regiment of Augusta,
visit the Maine woods each recurring year up with spdrtsmen who are enjoying Co.
which was 25 out of a possible 85.
in ever increasing numbers.
themselves immensely.
In the afternoon the Inter-Regimental
This fall, as last season, non-residen‘s
Henry Stewart and Fred Burnham of
pay a license for hunting. This fee, how Biddeford, who dared dig Scarboro match was shot off and at the sa me
ever, is small, only fifteen dollars, and clams in close time, were fined $10 each time on the revolver range the revolver
match was shot. As a result of the
wdth this are important privileges in in the municipal court at Portland one
shooting the following prizes were
shipping game
By presenting his day this week.
They appealed aud
given:
license and the accompaning coupons to gave bonds for their appearance at the
To Capt. H. W. Hayden, Co. F, First
the agent of a railroad or other transpor next term of court.
Regiment, service revolver for making
tation company, the owner of carcasses
Bert Neal aud Charlie Norwood of
the highest aggregate score in the re
may have the latter transportated through Biddeford have been enjoying this week
volver match.
the state, even though he himself does back in the country. They report game
To Col. Elliott C. Dill, inspector gen
of
all
descriptions
very
plentiful
aud
not accompany them.
eral of rifle practice, for second highest
Nowhere else can an equal amount of brought back some good bags.
aggregate score, a service revolver
The West Lebanon correspondent of
sport for a limited expenditure of money
bolster aud cartridge belt.
be secured as here and indications for the Biddeford Record says, ‘ ‘A deer was
Major B. F. Bradbury, of the First
seen
near
the
highway
Friday
and
al
the [[season of 1904 point to a large in
Regiment, for third highest aggregate
flux of sportsmen and big shipments of lowed people to approach quite near score, 200 rounds of service ammuni
him.” Did he stand Saturday, we won
game.
tion.
der?
To each member of the regiment
Dr. D. A. McNally, one of Biddeford’ s
Great Highway Across Maine.
team of the first regiment for winning
The latest scheme of some of the foremost physicians, went out along the the Inter-Regiment match, a silver
Maine hotel men is an automobile turn Atlantic Shore Line Railroad one day oadgeaud 100 rounds of ammunition.
pike from the White mountains to Bar this week after game. There has been
To Sergt. I. W. Wentworth, Co. F,
Harbor. S. H. Baker, expert automo- considerable discussion as to the Doc First Regiment, of Sanford, the Na
bilist and E. C. Jordan of Portlaud, civil tor’ s qualities as a gunner, but the Doc tional Rifie association medal to the
engineer, and son started out recently to tor declared that if there was any game member of the First Maine making the
make a circular tour from the Poland at all, he would bring back enough to best aggregate score at 200, 300 aud 500
Spring House to Mt. Washington and feed a dozen friends at a game supper. yards; also a gold medal for the marks
back again in the interest of good roads Suffice to say that his friends are still man championship of the state and the
and in furtherance of a plan which has waiting for that sapper.
Lowell trophy for the best score at 500
A novel scheme to induce birds to
long been cherished by the Rickers and
yards.
other eminent hotel men throughout stay with us all winter instead of going
To Capt. J. W. Nash of Co, D, First
south is suggested by a well known or
Maine and New Hampshire.
Regiment, of Norway the Libby tro >hy
Mr. Baker’ s route as he left Poland nithologist. He thinks that if there for making the best score at 500 yards.
Spring was to be by the way of the Bay were a general building of bud houses,
Sergt. W. P. Stiles of Co. D, First
of Naples Inn, North Conway, throngh suitably arranged, they would be used Regiment, of Norway, a case ammu
the Notch,to Mt. Washington, to Jeffer by the birds as places of shelter.
nition, presented by the Peters Cart
Myron E. Bennett, superintendent of
son, thence to Gorham, N. H., then
ridge company for the best score made
down the Androscoggin to Bethel; schools, and E. E. Williams of Bauford by a company inspector ot rifle prac
probably to Norway and thence in some are having a “ houseboat” built for their lice.
direct route back to Auburn or the Pol use next season on Long pond. This
style of outing combines the pleasures
and Springs.
TheiSRickers, themselves, will build of boating and camp life and prevails
Shooting, canoeing; and camera parties
all that is required in the town of Pol quite extensively further south.
A cruel and shameful practice that is taken. Address,
and and, are already planning to lay
Riverton,
Maine.
out several thousand dollars for this indulged in to a considerable extent is
the
shooting
of
ducks
from
the
shore.
purpose in the vicinity of Poland Spring.
It is believed that such a road as this, As often happens the birds are crippled
known to be adapted for the automo and as less ofteu happens if they are
bile, laid out as a definite system by a killed there is no way to get possession
skilledjengineer, thoroughly advertised, of them and their lifeless bodies fioat
No true sportsman will find
would be,, one of the greatest invest away.
ments that the state of Maine could pos pleasure in such heartless diversion.
Milton Gordon and Rod Tar of Bidde
sibly make.J!Suoh atrip, as is indicated,
could easily be made in a day. In other ford were the first to bring a deer in
FR O M T H E A M E R IC A N
words, the guest|at the Mt. Washington that city. They got it Saturday morn
ing
on
the
Pool
road.
S T A N D P O IN T .
House could ride to Poland Spring for
Percy Dutch, the 15-year-old son of
dinnerJand,go^back to Mt. Washington
BY D R . W . G. HUDSON,
House .the*same kday. It would make Oh as. Dutch of West Kennebunk, went
Maine famous,as having one of the first out after deer Saturday morning and is a standard work that is very
and bestj'Of automobile and carriage returned with a handsome buck which much in demand.
dressed about 100 pounds. It had an
turnpikes and would serve to bring into excellent set of antlers. Howard Otis,
Price $1.00. Postage 10c. For
this state thousands of people who have also of West Kennebunk got a nice doe. sale by
W in c h e s t e r R e p e a t e r .
n e v e rje t’ crossed its borders.
M A IN E W OODS Phillips, Me.

H O T E L S A N D C A M PS.

H O TELS AN D CAM PS.

D IR E C T O R Y ,

E . & H . ’ H.

HARLOW ,

-

Dead River, M ai ne .

at this season o f the year, and KINEO j 8 its gatew ay-C O M E ! The finest trout
fishing I11 the world, big g .me in plenty, a net work o f lakes and streams, a wild,
flee, outdoor life 111 crisp pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions. We
hunters. T r i i * 7 o A t o r m a f i S 7 ° Ull*U1,'S campers, canoeists, fishermen and
THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE, C. A. J udk ins , Manager, Kineo, Maine.

HOTEL AND CAMP OWNERS
Can get suggestions about half-tone cuts tor 'heir pnntirg by
communicating with M aine Woods.

M AINE
TRA PS A N D T R A P P E R S .

Why do all
professional
Trappers insist

on having the

Newhouse Trap ?
They

want

Fur.
Address for free Catalog,

ONEIDA

C O M M UN ITY,

Oneida, N. Y.
Send 25 cents for The Trapper’s
Guide by S. Newhouse, telling how
to catch all fur bearing animals and
cure their skins, with complete direc
tions how to live in the woods.

TAXIDERMISTS HALTED.
Must Buy No More Moose or Deer
Hides or Heads.
Source o f Revenue Cut Off as it
Is Not Legal.
In past years taxidermists Lave turned
a pretty penny buying heads and horns
on speculation. They would buy them
from returned sportsmen who did not
care to have the same mounted, set
them up and then sell at a good price.
As the purchase price would be little or
nothing they made a good profit. Now,
this source of revenue is closed to them.
In reality they never have had any legal
right to do this, but they have assumed
that they had it. The board of fish and
game commissioners have shut down on
the practice.
These taxidermists do business under
Chapter 32, Sept. 10 of the revised stat
utes, which provides that persons of
good character shall be granted license
to carry on tho business, subject to reg
ulations to be made from time to time
by the commissioners and that they
shall mount only game legally shot and
owned. Some have construed the law
to give them the right to purchase heads
and horns of legally killed game, mount
and sell the same for their own profit.
The commissioners have sent a circu
lar to all taxidermists calling their at
tention to the law and saying: “ It will
be noticed that a taxidermist has no
more right to buy game than any other
person. A taxidermist who buys moose
heads or hides, deer heads or hides, vio
lates the law.” It then goes on to say
that If they want to deal in deer skins
they must have a separate license as a
dealer in hides, but that no license can
be issued to them to deal in headB of
moose or deer, nor of the hides of
moose. The same also applies to birds
and fish. It also says: “ Your license
as a taxidermist gives you the right to
have as many in your possession that
have been lawfully killed as may be
sent you lawfully tagged for the sole
purpose of mounting the same. If you
buy them you violate the law.”
Not only does this circular, or deci
sion, if you wish to call it that, of the
commissioners put a stop to a profitable
branch of the taxidermist business, but
it will be felt by the local marketmen,
who, under the provisions of the law,
deal in venison.
They have always
found a ready market, at a fair price,
for the heads and hides of deer and
moose, which they bought, at the shops
of the taxidermists. Now they have uo
market place for them. While they
undoubtedly have a right to sell the
heads they have no customers who can
buy them.
But the strict enforcement of this rul
ing will have one good effect and that
is it will shut out a certain class of men
who go into the woods for the sole pur
pose of killing deer and moose for the
purpose of selling the heads and hides,
as they will not have the ready market
which has been open to them in the
past.
One thing which the taxidermists
have been doing in the past is not
touched on in the circular and there is
some question as to how it comes under
the law.
In years past they have
bought, or had given them, the feet and
horns of all the deer and moose which
they could obtain and have finished
them up into inkwells, hall racks, ther
mometers and all kinds of pretty little
orqamentB. The question which the
men engaged in the business are asking
themselves is: “ Is this legitimate?”
The general impression is that it is not.
—Lewiston Journal.

Partridges Take to the Bush.
The season iu [which the small boy
likes to get out into the woods and the
business man leaves his cares and trou
bles behind him iu persuit of the shy
partridge and the unfamiliar woodcock,
isjjupon us. The partridges who have
been basking in the sunlight of the
closed season have been given the tip
and have taken to the tall timber away
from their haunts of the summer past,
in fear that one of the stray bullets
might catch them unawares and con
vert them from the gay and happy bird
of the forest to the toothsome partridge
pie.
The business man, who immensely
enj iys the sport, starts out with his
game bag slung over his shoulder, hi&
double-barreled gun in his hands and
his faithful thoroughbred hunter at his
heels. Iu contrast to him is the small
boy, who has skipped school for the af
ternoon in order hat he might comn u e
with nature. Over his shoulder is the
air rhfle, his hands are in his pockets
and as he starts out for the bush he
whistles noisily to his little yellow cur,
with one ear chewed off and with a
gaunt and hungry look that gives evi
dence that he is not the pet of the rich
man. But for all of this give us the
small boy and his cur. Ten chances to
one he knows better than his more
modern equipped fellow sportsman,
where the haunts of ruffled grouse, the
grey squirrels and the woodcocks are.
Ten chances to one he will have a
better time and the probability is the
better luck.
Those who have gone out in search of
these birds do not come back with the
reports of much success for the season
is a little early for them as yet.
The
leaves impede the sight and a brace of
birds may be quietly restiug on a limb
within a rod of the sportsman and he be
as ignorant cf the fact as though there
was not a partridge within ten miles of
the place where he was passing. When
the frosts take the leaves from the trees
and leave them bare of their foliage
then is the time to hunt the birds. In
the morning you will find them out in
some orchard, where the farmer has left
a part of the apples on the trees, getting
their breakfast off the frozen apples,
and if the hunter doesn’ t make much
noise he will be sure of getting a good
shot.
The average gunner takes his game
where and when he can get it but there
are those who are sportsmen enough not
to shoot at a bird at rest, preferring
rather to take their game on the wing or
not to taka it at all
It is needle''
to
say, however, that these men are few
and far between for the good die young."
The woodcock and the partridges are
not the only game birds that are being
sought out by the guuners, for many
enjoy the cool brisk air of the early
morning, when the wild ducks are feed
ing upon the frogs and bugs to be found
in the marshes and bogs.
These are
harder to shoot than some of the other
birds, for it is necessary for the gunner
to lie very low or else lose his shot en
tirely. There is more satisfaction in
bringing in a brace of these birds, h ow 
ever, for the reason thar. they are not so
plentiful and many go iu search of
them.
Later in the fall the interest it the
bird gunning will be banished to ob
scurity by the fun of the deer chase.
These animals are getting to be more
plentiful in this region than heretofore
and it has only been a few years since
the close time for this game was lifted
Of course the region about is not any
thing like the big game region of the
northern part of tue state, but still one
stands a good show of getting a shot at
a deer if he happens to be out in the
early morning in the vicinity where the
deer are. —Bridgton News.

STOLE T H E VENISON.
Hard Luck o f a Successful Hunter
Way Down East.

A sad tale of man’s inhumanity to
man comes from Meddybemps where
deer are plentiful and of wonderous size.
Henry Homer went forth on the first
open day of the season, and, when he
returned home from the chase bore, with
excusable manifestations of pride in his
achievement, a decidedly handsome buck.
He placed the animal in the barn of
Newton Tarbell. where it was admired by
many during the evening and when the
lucky hunter went home to rest the buck
was hanging safely in the barn. Sunday
morning VIr. Homer went again to view
his prize but a disagreeable surprise
awaited him, for, upon opening the barn
doors, he made the peinful discovery
that the deer was no longer there.
It had vanished completely during the
night and the mannea of its noing was
a mystery. Mr. Homer and his friends
searched far and wide but no trace of
the missing game could he find, and he
was forced to the cnclusjon that the ones
who took the buck evidently meant no joke
He was just a trifle warm over the affair.
WHERE TO GO FISHING.
Aak Maine Woods Information Bureau His feelings can well be understood by all
sportsmen.— Waterville Sentinel.
or circulars and particulars ,i*U Blip a.
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Places to (let Licenses.
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SP O R T SM E N ’S SUPPLIES.
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SPO R T SM E N ’S SU PPLIES.

Following is a complete list of the
agents for nonresident hunting licenses
with the exception of two or three
who have been appointed within a few
days by the general agent at The Forks:
Boston, Mass.—Iver Johnson Sport
ing Goods Co., Washington street; Wm.
Read & Sons, dealers in sporting goods,
Washington street; L. Dana Chapman,
with Dame, Stoddard & Co., sporting
goods, Washington street.
Worcester, Mass.—Iver Johnson Sport
ing Goods Co.
Springfield,
Mass.—Iver
Johnson
Sporting Goods Co.
like multitudes of sportsmen in every section o f the country, w ill tell
you, with a smile of unqualified approval, that
Portland—John Towne, West End
Hotel; Walter Hinds & Co., taxider
PETERS CARTRIDGES and.LOADED SHELLS
mists
afford more real, genuine satisfaction, and give better actual results than those of
The Forks— Frank J. Durgin, genera’
any other make. Peteis Rifle and Pistol Ammunition is loaded with Semi-smoke
less powder, which insures unquestionable superiority over black powder goods
agent for that section.
Peters Shotgun Ammunition includes SEVEN different shells, each the best of
its kind. Peters “ Ideals” were used by the winner of the Amateur Ch ampionship
Greenville Junction—H. H. Fisher,
of the United States in 1903. Mew York was recently added to the list of State
general agent for Greenville.
Championships won with Peters Shells this year.
Bangor O. Crosby Bean, news dealer,
Bangor House; Penobscot Exchange;
M. Abbott Frazar Co., taxidermists; S.
L Crosby Co., taxidermists; J. Bert
T H E PETER S CAR TR ID G E C O M P AN Y,
Baxter Co., taxidermists; E. M. Bland
ing, game warden on duty at Bangor
N e w Y o rk : t!H omier,Manager.
C i n c i n n a t i , U. S. A .
station.
Jackman and vicinity —C. S. Adams,
general agent; Sullivan Newton, E. C.
Ba*s, Jos.
E. Wilson, Birch Island
The rem
Camps, Holeb; W. L. Walker, Lowell- Baiigor & Aroostook Railroad. gun as the trigger is pulled.
edy is to get the gun well ahead of the
town; Henry Hughey, Heald
Pond
Bangor , Sept. 12, 1904.
mark and to maintain the even swing
Camps, Jackman; C. E. Wilson, MooseTo
all
concerned:
until the shot has started upon its
head.
The following is copy of a lettter re journey. Very few indeed are the birds
Hancock and Washington counties —
L. F. Gile, Ellsworth; Geo. W, Ross, ceived today from a prominent Chicago missed through shooting too far ahead.
Finally; never balk a bird which rises
Vanceboro, general agent; G. U. Dyer, newspaper man.
“ Ia m taking the liberty of sending close by m thick cover. Shoot anyhow.
Franklin; L. B. Wilder, Machias; Jas.
H. Cbadbourqe, Danforth; Alex F. you two or three game photos, taken by Get the habit of smashing through all
Walls,
Forest City; Geo. Elsetnore, us during our visit to the maguificent sorts of stuff so long as one Inch of
Grand Lake Stream; L. 0. Haycock, forest country along your line in Au game is visible. More times than not,
Cherryfield; Eugene Farrar, Princeton; gust. I received from you such courte cover which appears a hopeless mass of
H. M. Leighton, Columbia Falls; W. L. sy, when I was tryiDg to find out about tangles stuff is nothing more than a lot
Pine, Eastport; Geo. S. Thayer, Lubec; that country, that I feel I ought to show of soft leaves and slim twigs through
The which a shot can plow a path for many
Thos. McCullough, Calais; Horace C. you some courtesy in return.
Tupper, Topsfleld; W. C. Mvrick, East photographs were taken by my wife, yards. Make up your mind that where
Machias.
who accompanied me—my game photos a bird can pass through, shot can readi
Aroostook county—D. L. Cummings, having turned out poorly. I made ly follow and even should the bird van
Guerette, general agent; W. H. Peva, nearly 200 photographs of the woods ish as you pull, don’ t despair. Many a
Eagle Lake; W. H. Rowe, Masardis; G. and waters in the section visited by us choice bird falls to the veteran who
shoots just ahead of where the mark dis
H. Foster, Eagle Lake Mills; F. W. Mat- and I had excellent scccess.
appeared.—October Outing.
tell, Fort Kent; Herb. Coffin, Portage
For a number of years past my wife
Lake; Fred Orcutt. Ashland; Wm. At and I have been spending our vacations
kins, Ox Bow; R. T. Snow, Boundary, in the wilderness places, chiefly in
P. Q .; Henry Gauthier, Benedicta; Geo. northern Canada, but this year we de
SEASON OPENS W E LL.
H. Donham, Island Falls; G. W. Irvin, cided to L y Maine. Our experiment
Snell House, Hoalton; D. A. Snowman, was wholly delightful and a constant Ladies Iu Evidence This Year
Stockholm.
succession of surprises. We had never
and Do Themselves Proud.
Other agents—F. E. Jorgenson, W il heard very much about Maine’s magnifi
son’ s Mills; E. H. Lowell, Onboundry, cent waterways and grand forests, but
The train which arrives in Bangor
P. Q , St. Justine, P. Q Canada; C. A. we will never go elsewhere, if we can from up river at 7 22 brought 22 deer
Judkins, Kineo; Guy E. Lawrence, W. find the money to take us to Maine.
from the B & A., and Greenville vicin
Stbois; G. M. Esty, Rangeley, general
One thing that struck us most happily ities. The Greenville section of the train
agent for Rangeley and vicinity; H. P. was the unfailing courtesy and kindii
brought 16 deer alone. Taking all into
Gardiner, Patten; W. T. Pollard, Fox- ness of the Maine people, wherever we
consideration Monday was as the second
croft; W. „R. Jordan, Bingham; F. 5.. went and however far we were from civ
day of the game season a success. The
Gardner, Capens, Moosehead lake, Deer ilization, in the cities, on the railroads —
later night trains brought nothing, al
Island House; F. A. Fowler, Norcross; everywhere. The guides are the best I
though there were a few heads from the
F. J. Whiting, Old Town; A. P. Bassett, ever met and the guide that I had waprovinces. Among the game were two
Norway; D. W. Stanley, Sebago lake; J. a “ dandy” in particular.
bears, and dozens of patridges, but every
F. Stearns, Center Lovell; W. J. HeebThanking you for your courtesies and thing bore the regulation tag, and no
ner, Millinocket; B. F. Howe, Grind
hoping you will be pleased to see the seizures were made. Game Warden Neal
stone; Jas. Hudson, Guilford; E. A.
photos, which go under separate cover, did not arrive in Bangor until Monday
Weatherbee, Lincoln; W.. B. Robinson,
I beg to be.”
j forenoon, and was busily engaged shakMattawamkeag; R. M. Hiscock, Monson;
I am sure such an excellent report |ing hands with old friends when not
M. G. Brackett, M ilo; J. J. Pastene,
Lily Bay; W. H. Wood, Springvale; S. will be as gratifying to you as it is to |engaged in taking account of the game,
j As on previous years Warden Neal will
B. Gales, Winn; G. F. Plaisted, York me.
C. C. B r o w n , Gen’ l Pass’ r Agent. j look out for the night trains while
corner; F. C. Holt, Norridgewock; C. E.
Savage, Flagstaff; A. F. Arbo, Biown
j Warden Blanding will look out for all
ville; E. A. Chase, Brownville; M. H.
j game arriving in Bangor by day The
Wyman, Eustis; Augustus Wyman,
How to Shoot Game Rirds.
j taxidermists were out in force, and repreStratton; L. A. Bump, Wilton; T. E.
Only practice can insure that valua j sentatives from every store in the city
Getchell, Pittsfield; G. A. Hodgdon, ble thiDg, the smooth, rapid handling of j met each train.
Farmington; John Hersorn, Kingman; a gun, but because a man is swift at
One of the noticeable features of the
Young & Buxton, Onawa; A. L, Greene, this does not necessarily mean that he opening of the game season is that five
K. I. Works; W. A. Dyer, Schoodic; M. should be as quick at pulling trigger. out of the 31 deer shot Saturday and
M. Tracey, Staceyville; J. E. Voter, They also serve who occasionally stand
Monday were secured by ladies. This
Carrrabassett; G. W. Knights, South and wait, in fact my ideal field shot is
speaks well of the sporting abilities of
Waterboro; C. W. Woodward, Yoik that seldom-met artist who can get on
ladies as compared to the men. There
Corner; U. A. Fowles, LaGrauge; F. A. like lightning and then, if cover aim
were probably fifty men to one woman
Cole, Schoodic; H. H. Harlow, Dead other things allow, coolly hold on till
engaged in hunting deer, and th • fact
River; A. A. Berry, Eustis, superintend the bird has approached that distance
eut of Megantic club, C. H. Sawyer, at which the shot pattern is at its best. that they should secure over fifteen per
cent, of the game to the present date,
Roach River; J. B.^Carville, Flagstaff,
While it is extremely difficult to lay speaks for itself.
P. O., Spring Lake Camps; C. L. Ray, down hard and fast rules for good
Hon. J C. Bates, and party of WorWinnegarnock House,
N. E. Carry, shooting, I would say — get on the bird
j
cester,
Mass., were among the successful
Moosehead lake.
smartly, then hold if too close, for
Licenses may also be obtained at any there’ s uo sense in blowing a fine bird j hunters Monday. The party which had
i been at Colbath’sat N. W. Carry brought
time by sending fee, $15 for each li to bits.
Hold high for birds going
cense, to the commissioners of inland straightway about the level of the ey-s down six deer all of which they took to
fisheries and game, Augusta, Me., to and the same on everything flushing Massachusetts with them The prospects
gether with the following information: near and going iuto thick cover. Hold lor big game hunting in the section to
Name, post office address and busi on a fast bird skimming the ground which Kineo is the gateway and which
ness of applicant, also age, weight, straightaway; hold a trifle high and well opens up by way of the west branch of
height, complexion, color of hair and ahead of quartering birds and dead on the Penobscot and its tributaries was
eyes.
the head of an incomer. Most begin never better. Deer are reported in great
ners fall on fast quartering birds, which numbers everywhere and the number of
should be the easiest because they offer moose shows a noticeable increase
the bigest marks. The chief causes of Partridges have never been more abund
the failures are not enough allowance ant, and the flight of wild water fowl is
There is nothing like ananging for and the stopping of the swing of the large.— Bangor Commercial.
your printing early. The season of 19C5
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GAME AT BEMIS.
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Watching

Stream

Poachers Who Kill

FOXES BOTHER FARMERS.
For

Fish.

Guide Who Is Young but a Thor
ough Sportsman.
Special correspondence to Maine Woods.
B e m is , Oct. 11, 1904.
A t Bemia since the fishing season
closed there have been several hunting
parties here and quite a number have
gone through to the various points on
the lakes and some have returned to
their homes. This going and coming
and the fact that Capt. Barker has been
here quite a part of the time, hustling
himself and making others hustle, has
all contributed to keep up a show of ao
tivity at this resort. Capt. Barker haB
a big crew of men at The Barker. He is
building s.x new camps at that point to
try and satisfy the demand for more
room there during the busy season.
Among the people who got on the
train at Bemis last Saturday were J.
Parker Whitney and family. Mr. W hit
ney, who is a legal resident of Andover
in this state, has beautiful residences on
Richardson lake, in Portland, Boston,
California, Colorado a n d goodness
knows where else. He’ s got plenty of
money, owning and representing $35,000,000 or so and more than that he’ s
liberal with his cash. He took a deer
with him when he left the lakes Satur
day morning. M . Whitney is the kind
of man who knows just what he wants
and he isn’ t fond of delays after he says
what he wants. He comes to his Rich
ardson Lake cottage occasionally i n
winter and he doesn’ t care how cold it
is. He has been known to take a cold
water plunge once in a while and upon
at least one occasion he had his men cut
a place in the ice and he took a plunge
when the thermometer registered zero
or thereabouts.
Mr. W. J. Downing of Boston, who
has been in camp on Richardson lake, is
another sportsman who carried away a
deer as was also A. Eastman of Rumford Falls, who has been stopping at
Bemis.
Mr. J. B. Langley of Lewiston is with
a camping party at Four ponds. They
have Bob Martin and George Stores for
guides. Up to this time they have se
cured a deer and plenty of partridges.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Bartlett of Port
land were here for a week. They got a
nice bag of grouse and shot at a deer
but didn’ t get him.
Mr. D. E. Adams of Boston and Mr.
J. D Chaffee of Willimantic spent Sep
tember at Bemis. Mr. Adams has been
a regular visitor here for years and he
says he never before saw the September
fishing so good.
Mr. tV. C. Stevens and party of Ridlon
▼ill© were here for the last days of fish
ing, as was also John Trask, Eeq., of
D'xtield.
There is a pretty little pond on the
line of the railroad a short distance be
low Bemis that is very little known, but
it is full of brook trout and there’s
plenty of room to cast the fly. Those
who are in the secret say the secret is
wori h keeping.
There have been quite a number of
parties at Four pouds during the season
and the fishing has been first class.
Fish and Game Warden Geo. M. Esty
of Raageley was here this week to ar
range for watching Bemis stream.
George Storer, the Bemis guide, is
only 16 years old but he is six feet tall
and weighs 180 pounds. He is full of
muscle and be is as familiar with the
woods as are the deer themselves. He
has always been on the water or in the
woods excepting when in school, and
bejng a natural woodsman he is an all
around expert.
Chas. and Henry Keman are in this
lection now exploring the Adams town
ship for the Berlin Mills company and it
is supposed that the company will op
erate there during the coming winter.
Napoleon Jackson, the Swift riv< r
gold digger whose home is in plain sight
from the railroad, has paid for his farm
End gained a competence from the gold
that he has panned out there.
W. W. Small, the popular Bemis
clerk, will carry the mail as usual across
ihe lake to Upper dam.

Randall Taylor, County Commissioner
of Oxford County owns and lives on the
Capt. Ben Edmunds farm four miles
from Rumford Fails. Capt. Ben Ed
munds was a sea faring man and a
stone carver.
He occupied his spare
time by carving granite boulders. Oue
head represents a Madajasca Island Can*
aibal that had been deaided on for a
roast and was saved by Edmunds taking
him aboard ship.
He engraved the
Lord’ s prayer on a stone post and the
ten Commadments on another.
He has
a granite archway at the front entrance
yard on which he engraved a dove ready
to fly, Capt. Edmunds was grandfather
of Joe Edmunds the Dixfield fur buyer.

Whale Story From York County
and Other Gossip.
Special correspondence to Maine Woods.

K ennebunk , Oct. 11, 1904.
Hosea Allen, Stillman Bennett and
Fred Perkins’ s boy of Sanford brought
the first deer in that town. Bennett’ s
was a fine buck that dressed over 200
ponnos.
The Miller brothers at Whioher’ s Mills
have each a deer to their credit.
Word comes from Biddeford pool that
the white grampus that recently put in
an appearance in the harbor, being the
first ever seen there and which escaped,
although fishermen went out in boats
and attempted to capture it, has been
killed off Richmond’ s island.
The
whale was sighted a short distance to
the south of the island a few days ago
and boats were manned and a hunt for
the big white fellow was begun. It
continued for a number of hours and
finally one of the boats got near enough
to the grampus to get an iron in the
body and the killing was quickly ac
complisked. After being towed ashore
the grampus was found to measure 22
feet in length.
The farmers in North Kennebunkport
are having lots of trouble with foxes
this fall. They say they are very num
erous and that they are as daring as to
come up in the barnyards in the plain
daylight and take fowl right from under
their nose. Some of the farmers have
for a long time objected to gunners with
their dogs running over their farms but
now as they are having so much trouble
from Reynard they invite them to hunt
over their property.
There are bushels and bushels of
acorns this year and lots of squirrels.
A 12 years-old Kennebunk boy got five
grays Saturday afternooon.
W in c h e s t e r R e p e a t e r

Andover Sporting; Notes.
Special correspondence to Ma in e W oods .

A ndover , Oct. 9, 1904.
Samuel Marston sLot a deer Oct. 8th
which would weigh more than 2 0 0
pounds, having antlers with nine points.
Miss Mamie Stevens, who has been at
the Hutchins camp near Upper Dam,
had quite an experience recently. Sbe
went out with a guide at 4 a. m. and af
ter two hours without success iu deer
huniing was deciding to return to the
camp when she saw something moving
in a clump of bushes. Looking a second
time to be certain it was not a man she
saw a white tail. Sbe fired —having her
musket loaded -the shot entering the
r i g h t fore shoulder and the deer
dropped. It was a doe weighing more
than 100 pounds.

WOOD S. O C T O B E R

14, 1904.

Marlin Shot Gun.
This is the time of year when the
whirr of flying wings make sweet music
to the sportsman’ s ears and the problem
of suitable equipment for the delightful
sport afield engages the careful investi
gation and sympathetic interest of every
sportsman anxious to obtain not only
the largest measure of gratification over
his score but also the greatest return in
the happiness which comes through the
use of well chosen tools. No man who
finds pleasure in the use of the shotgun
can afford to overlook the claims which
the famous Marlin repeating shotguns
make today. They represect the high
est type of mechanical ingenuity, scien
tific theory and practical skill adapted
to a popular sport. The American is
keenly susceptible to brainy aud practi
cal mechanism intended either for Hport
or business and the rapidly growing
popularity of the Marlin products is
ample proof that the critical taste of the
keenest sportsmen of the world has been
satisfied in this famous brand of fire
arms.
The Marlin Take Down Repeating
shotgun, 12 gauge, combines the great
est number of desirable qualities of any
shotgun now on the American market.
Its claims are many and varied and each
day they may be substantiated by ex
periment and use. First in importance
ought to be named that of absolute safe
ty to the user. No man engaging in a
sport but wishes to reduce the element
of risk in that sport. In this respect
the Marlin method of constructing a
repeating shotgun which adapts the
solid top frame anu side ejecting princi
ple of the Marlin rifle exactly matches
the requirements of modern times. Be
tween the head of shooter and the ex
ploding cartridge or the ejected shell, it
interposes a solid wall of metal. This
one item of construction entitles it to
the respectful consideration of every
man who would rather enjoy life than
be the subject of a life insurance penal
ty. Further, the Marlin Breech-Bolt
prevents the annoyance and often the
danger of a clogged ac ion caused by
twigs, leaves, sleet, etc.; nor can pre
mature discharge occur for the action is
so constructed that the she 1 cannot be
exploded until the action has first been
locked.
Simplicity may be named as another
cardinal virtue of the Marlin Repeating
shotgun.
No elaborate, complicated
piece of mechanism can long hold the
interest of the critical, up to date Yan
kee. With one-third less parts than any
other repeating gun, each part having
direct bearing on the other and a simple
easy method of taking apart, no arm
now on the market can equal it in sim
plicity aud efficiency of the few parts
employed.

Pearl Small arrived from Upper Dam
The beautiful balance of the Marlin
recently bringing a deer Geo. Thomas Repeating shotgun and its rapidity in
shot.
handling are matters of surprise to every
Several of the young men here have shooter familiar only with the double
barrel. Instead of the top-heavy ciub
shot deer the past week.
which hdkexpected, he nuds a dainty,
Malcolm Gregg and Owen Lovejoy
buoyant thing of steel and wood which
went partridge hunting and brought
comes up to bis shoulder fully balanced
home some fine game caught on the
for instant action and sure work. The
Lake road.
shapely, graceful lines of the stock tit
The Andover fair Oct. 5 and 6 was every requirement of the gun handler,
well attended, especially the last day. be he trap shooter or rover afield.
The races were good. Wm. Gregg trot
The 12 guage Marlin Repeating shot
ted his Joe Nelson and won. He also
gun is made iu four gra ies. Grade “ A”
trotted at Bethel fair. Mr. Bragg of
has special rolled steel barrel with a
Upton won in the ox pull, his oxen pull
tensile strength of 56,000 pounds to the
ing heaviest weight.
square inch and all are guaranteed to
shoot better than 325 pellets in a 30 inch
Heald Pond Sporting Camps.
circle at 40 yards, using l i ounces No. 8
J ackman , Oct. 6, 19Q4
chilled shot. This model is specially
Special correspondence to Ma in e W o o d s .
bored for smokeless or black powders,
Hunting here opened up very favor
fully proved under excessive loads. The
able in t is vicinity. Ou Saturday 1st,
magazine holds five shells with one in
S itnuel Hiukley saw 10 deer, among
the chamber—a total of six shots.
them were 4 large bucks one of which
Grade “ A ” is made in 26, 28, 30 or 32he killed, that had a fiae head, 10 poiuts
inch barrels and of 6f to 7% pounds
and a spread of 21 inches. Mr. H. A
weight. The price is $23.25.
Bunnell killed his first deer on the 4th,
The Grade “ B” guu has special
the first afternoon out. On the 5th he
smokeless steel barrel as ou Grade “ C.”
saw six deer, four of which ihe could
The grip of stock aud forearm are both
easily killed had he wanted them.
handsomely checked by hand, giving
There have been in all over 200 birds
quick firm hold for handling the gun.
killed since Sept. 15th.
It is made in 26, 28 or 30-inch barrels,
George W. Ross of Vanceboro, gener six shots and weighs 6£ to 7 i pounds.
al game warden for Washington countyi The price is $30 75.
says the hunting season opeued up well
Grade “ C” has special smokeless steel
in that section, and that there are re barrel of finest quality, made specially
ports that the moose are more numer for us for this arm.
Its elastic
ous than ever before. He says there aie limit is very high and it has a tensile
many evidences in ihat section that strength of about 100,000 pounds to the
wildcats kill many deer during the year, Bquare inch. Special care is given to
but he thinks „it would be useless for the boring and finishing of this grade;
Maine to put a bounty upon wildcats stock and forearm are of selected fancy
unless the same thing was done iu New figured walnut and extra finely finished.
Brunswick. If only Maine should put a The notion is tastily relieved and orna
bounty upon them it would have to pay mented with hand engraving and of
for great numbers which would be good quality. It is made in 26, 28 or 30slaughtered in New Brunswick and inch barrels, six shots aud weigliB
to
brought into Maine.
7} pounds. The price is $40.80.
Grade “ D” has Damascus barrel of
Horace W. Potter of Hainesville, is in
high quality specially bored and fin
trouble on the charge of having moose
ished. “ Circassian walnut” finished by
and deer meat in his lumber camps re
cently, and will be tried, Thursday, be the London process of filling, which
fore Judge Dunn at Old Town. Com gives a dull, rich finish, without gloss,
missioner Carleton w ill go over to assist forms the stock aud forearm and they
in the prosecution of the case.
are beautifully checked.. The frame is

Send Sixty Cts

elaborately engraved with fine quality
of hand work. Screws and trigger are
of t ml steel, heavily plated gold. This
is the fiuest repeating shotgun built.
It is made in 26, 28 or 30 inch barrels,
six shots and weighs 6Jg to 7£ pounds.
Price, $90.
The Marlin illustrated catalog, des
cribing the above guns, and all the
other arms made by this company,
which is itself a most interesting piece
of sporting literature, may be had by
sending three stamps to the Marlin Fire
Arms Co., New Haven, ?onn.

Letters to Maine Woods.

for (stamps taken)
a beautiful Trout
Fly Watch Chann
A perfect trout fly
enclosed between
glass crystals and
surrounded
by
gold band,guaran
teed, interchange,
able. You can In
sert any fly you
wtsli.
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Me.

M
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M a in e W oods has frequent en
quiries
for maps of the fishing re
Carry Pond Cam ps ,
gions of the state e c., and we can
Oct. 8, 1904. ;
furnish the following Maine M aps:
Jo the Editor of Maine Wood»:
Rangeley and Megantic districts, 25c
Upon my arrival at Carry Ponds for Rangeley and Megantic districts,
my annual October hunt,
I could not
very large,
50c
fail to notice at first the great improve
Moosehead and Aroostook dis
ments that had transpired this summer;
tricts,
50c
two new oommodious log cabins had
Millinocket
and
Munsungan
lakes,
been added to the ever increasing arc of
$1.00
the camp circle; others had been moved
into this desirable location from their, Maine, Northern, for sportsmen
and lumbermen,
25c
former positions and instead of resting |
50c
on the ground as they had previously j Franklin County,
done now rested ou firm cedar posts ^Oxford County,
50c
sunk into the earth below the depth Somerset County,
50c
Jack Frost goes even in midwinter. Aroostook County,
50c
Also back in the woods at a distance of
Piscataquis
County,
50c
about one hundred yards from the main
Washington County,
<;oc
house, universally known as “ Hotel
Outline map of Maine, 30x36 in. $1.00
Carry,” is being built one of the longest
Geological map of Maine,
35c
log camps ever seen in these woods; it is
R . R . map of Maine,
35c
th irty-two feet long built to defy the
U. S. map, size 1SX29,
50c
seventy of the cold northern winters
Androscoggin county,
35c
and to withstand the storm of many I Cumberland county,
jtjc
years. When the huntsmen return from Hancock County,
50c
the chase it will not be to shiver and Kennebec County,
35c
shake the evening away as did some of Knox County,
35c
our Puritan grandfathers but to sit com Lincoln and Sagadhoc Counties, 35c
fortably before a large crackling fire and Penobscott County,
50c
live over again their experiences of the Waldo County,
35c
day. Although now the walls resound York County,
35c
Carry Pond Notes.

with the sound ofjhammer aad ax it is
fast nearing completion and will soon
echo with the sound of happy voices
and merry peals of laughter.
No more camps are to be erected, the
circle is filled.
Mr. Lane, the proprietor, seems much
relieved to know the Somerset railroad
will come no nearer than Bingham as
closer proximity to railroads is iud irectly very disastrous to the welfare of
camp proprietors, but now these lakes
and woods will warrant an increasing
amount of fish aud game providing fish
and game hogs that sometime visit this
region can be successfully exterminated.
This season has been most successful
at these camps, more people registering
here than ever before.
Oct. 1st Dr.
Styles returned to his home in New
Britain Conn. Oct. 3rd, the Briggs
party returned home having secured two
deer.

L O T T E D T IM B E R L A N D S .
Aroostook County, section plans
Nos. 3, 4 and 5, from Grand
Lake to Fort Kent,
50c
Hancock County, section plan
No. 2,
50c
Penobscot County, section plans
Nos. 3 and 4,
$1.00
Piscataquis County, section plans
Nos. 1. 3 and 6,
#1.25
Somerset County, section plan
No. 6, and Franklin Co. map,
1 1.00
Washington County, section plan
No<?. 2 and 3,
fi.oo
Oxford County section, see Ox
ford county map
50c
Postage paid upon .receipt of price
M A I N E W OODS, Phillsps, Maine

Fox ami Crow Sly.
W a l t h a m , Mass Oct. 10, 1904.
ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
To the Editor of Maine Woodn:
As the season is now open I suppose
IN T H E G A M E SEA SO N .
hunting stories are iu order and I have
a short one to tell to your readers.
BY JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE.
Oue day last week a man was out
hunting for small game a few miles
from here, and iu his travels he saw a
The best treatise on this subject
lot of crows making considerable noise that has ever been published. A
over a clump of pines as they do some neat and attractive booklet.
Sent
times when they see a fox, hawk or an to any address for 20c.
Address
owl. He crept up slowly toward them
M ain e W oods, Phillips, Maine.
aud seeing nothing decided to try a shot
at one of the crows. He shot at one in
a tree and when the crow fell to the
ground a fox appeared, ..took the crow
in his mouth and starred off but the
hunter could not stand that and taking
aim at the fox killed him also before he
got out of his reach.
I have hunted
foxes for thirty-five years but never be
fore li eard of one being got iu any such
way as that and I doubt if anyone else
ever did. It sounds like a fish story but
nevertheless it is true.
W. B. Stone .

S e n d Thr ee

Deer aud Birds.
John Russell, Carroll Knapp and
Willie Steward of Phillips went hunt
ing at Tibbetts Siding, Redington, last
week. They say that they had a very
nice time and while there they shot two
deer aud 16 partridges.

2 cent Stamps to

MAINE

WOODS,

Hedgehog aud Birds.
Postmaster S. G. Haley and Harry F
Beedy, attorney, of Phillips took a car*
riage ride to Rangeley and return this
week and on their return they kept
their shooting irons in readiness for
busiess. Haley 1h very fond of shoot
ing but upon this occasion he held the
beins aud Beedy held the gun. The re
sult was that he shot three partridges
and a hedgehog.

v

QamelaiiuS of Maine.

PH IL L IP S, MAINE,
For a little bunch of Backwoods Fairy Tales, by
ED GRANT
of Beaver Pond, Maine,

BY GBO. N, VAN DYE K.

1

The forests, lakes, ponds and
streams, th e camps Rn<? lodges,
guides, mime and game laws of
| \ y / tl»«* prear, wl'derneas. 1liuMtu.•• •,V; ted, 100 page*. Price 26c. AiUi
— v '- v
M a in e woods one year, *l,io.
•

Edited b y F

r a n c is

I. M a u l e ;

4<T h e‘re not so—very slow.**

M AINE

WOODS,
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TRADE NOTES.

out of 285, shooting Schuitze.
Neaf
From All Around.
Aps<ar, 2d general average 267 out of
Bert Hubbard of Wells shot a gray
285, shooting DuPont. L J. Squier, 3d
eagle the other day which measured
Averages Reported.
general average, 230 out of 285, shoot
eight feet and four inches across the
0. W. Budd tied for first place 'at ing Scbultze.
wings and was one of the most perfect
Oeutralia , III , Sept. 29th, John Boa
specimens ever obtained on the Maine Manning, la., Sept. 27 and A P. Me
coast. The beak and claws were very Dowell scoring 188, but one target be 1st general average, 162 out of 175,
hind, winning the amateur honors. shooting E C. M. Arie of Thomasboro,
dangerous looking weapons.
Both these Iowa shooters use U. M. C. III., 2d general average and 1st amateur
At Toniah black bears of large size Nitro Club shells. No oue could beat
average 159 out of 175, shooting “ Infall
have been recently seen in large num Bill Hter at his home town, Concordia,
ible , ’ F. L. Pleif^-r of Centralia, 111., 3d
bers, in spite of the slaughter there last Kansas, for he broke 95 per cent shoot
general aud 2d amateur averages, 151
year. Almost every Massachusetts hunt iug U. M. C. Arrow and Nitro C'ub
out of 175, shooting E. C. E. S. Shank
er who visited that region last year shells on Sept. 28 and 29. On the next
of'Ceutralia, 111,, 31 amateur average,
hunted for bear and some big ones were day he excelled his Concordia record by
150 out of 175, shooting DuPont.
killed. Most of these men Said they breaking 98 per cent out of 850 at the
Morgantown, W Va., Sept. 30th, L.
were coming back this fall.
Schelmzer Arms Co. tournament at Z. Lawrence in an exhibition shoot with
Kansas City, Mo.
the Recreation Rod and Gun Club, made
Iu spite of the inroads made by the
Mr. Henry Andeison was tbe high 97 out of 100, shooting “ Infallible.”
hunters, the black bears of Washington
amateur breaking 324 out of 350 and T.
Rahway, N. Y., Oct. 1st, J. S. Fan
county are increasing to an alarming
A. Marshall, the well known U- M. C. ning, 1st general average, 121 out of 140,
extent.
Reports have recently been
representative, broke 48 out of 50 tar shooting “ Infallible.”
J. A. R. Elliott
received from many parts of th j county
gets, shooting at pairs. A1 of these 21 general average, 120 out of 140, shoot
of sheen being killed by these animals.
shooters use U M. C. shells.
ing S chultze.
Of a flock of 16 sheep owned by a Wes
At New London, Ohio, R O. Heikes
ley man, all but three have been killed.
showed a return to his old form by
D o r c h e s t e r , N. J., Sept 27, 1904Many other flocks have suffered severe
makiug 95 1 5 per cent aud taking first U. M. C. Co.,
ly. The farmers propose to begin a
professional honors, R. J. Smith being
I have given your new 25 yd. shells a
war of extermination as soon as their
high amateur. Both use U. M. C.
good trial the last few days and find
fall work is completed and will welcome
D j w u iu Texas at Llano, T. E Hubby them to be all you claim for them.
any cooperation on the part of visiting
captured professional honors with a I There were a number of gentlemen
sportsmen.
score of 844 out of 375, shooting against using them aud all were equally well
The largest deer of the season, a mag many of the Texas expeits. Mr. Hubby pleased - there was not one instance oi
nificent buck, was brought to Bangor always shoots U. M. C. Arrows, as do a a mutilated bird.
Monday. The auimal was shot in Ola grtat many Texans of late.
For a full choke gun a long felt want
mon by George H. Hathorn of that city,
is well filled.
Portland, Me., September 6:k, the
and was purchased by C. J. Lynch, the
Yours truly,
Portland Gun Club’s team No. 1 won
Exchange street marketman.
Dr. Edwin Betts.
the Team Championship made with a to
The S. L. Crosby Co. has received tal of 244<breaks out of 259 shot at, each
Calendars Not Ready.
two fine moose heads from Capt A. W. member using “ Infallible” Smokeless.
The following letter has been received
Lithentlia! of New York, and A. R. Geo. Darton broke 50 straight, W. B and speaks for itself:
Ledouo of Brooklyn, the animals having Darton and Mr. Hunt broke 49 out of 50,
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
been shot near Bathurst, N. B.
and E. A. and C. S..Randall, each scored
Will you kindly convey to your read
48 out of 50.
W. A. Arris of Byron, ers the f ;Ct that Lafiin & Rand calen
George W. Ross, the well known
Me., won the Individual Championship dars will not be ready for distribution
Washington county game warden, was
of the State of Maine at targets, break until November, 1904. In quite a few
in Bangor, Tuesday. Warden Ross has
ing 49 out of 50, using DuPont Smoke instances our good friends have sent on
been busy the last few days distribut
less.
G. S. RauJall of Portland won their money and within a week or so
ing landlocked salmon fry in ponds
the Elm House Trophy, 23 out of 25, have written ue that they have not re
above Bangor on the line of tbe Maine shooting “ Infallible.”
ceived the calendars, forgetting the fact
Central. There were about 5000 of the
Pittsfield, Mass.,
The Gold Mecal that thousands of address labels have to
fry in all and they were taken from the
Contest of the Oak Hill Gun Club which be written before sending them on to
hatchery at Winthrop. The flsh were
star ed July 16th aud finished Sept. 24tb the mailing rooms of the Lithograph
left with the following p ople:
L P.
was woo by the Secretary uf the Club, companies.
J. G. E w in g , Manager.
Swett, Molonkus; Carson C. French,
John Ransehousen, shooting “ InfallDanforth; F. B. Staples, W vtopitlock,
ble.”
0. C. K reread, Danforth; Y. P. 'Smart,
Deer From Oquossoc.
Waterloo, Iowa, Sept. 221 and 23d,
Danforth; and Arthur Megquire, Dau
Deer were expressed in tbe following
Fred Gilbert, 1st general average, 401
forth. Warden Ross says t ie game in
out of 420, shooting DuPont.
Heurv names from Oquossoc Station on the
Washington county is on tbe increase
Stege of Watt r oo, la , 2d general aver Portland & Rumford Falls railway last
as it seems to ba in every part of the
age and 1st amateur average, 398 out of Saturday morning: H. S. Robinson, Old
hunting grounds of the state and that
426, shooting DuPont. Guy Burnside o Orchard, one aee<; Dr. H. H. Haskell of
moose are particularly numerous.
Knoxville, 111., 3 i general average an(j |Boston, E. I. Hcrrick, guide.
2d
amateur average, shooting Dupont
People living in Bangor and vicinity
To Cure a Cold In One Day
can get some great hunting without and E C , 391 out of 420.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets Ali
Morgautown,
W.
Va.,
Sept.
28th,
L.
putting out a great deal of money or
druggists refund the money if it fails to cure
spending much time in the search for Z. Lawrence, 1st general average, 125 W. W. Grove’ s signature is on each box. 26c
the game. Albert W. McPheters, one out of 130, shooting “ Infallible.”
Bipans Tabules are the been
Cleavelnd, Ohio, Sept. 28th, J jhn
of the family of well known hunters
dyspepsia
mtdicine
ever
Prechtel
of
Cleveland,
O
,
1st
general
i
miicl
- • A hundred millions ol
and guides, has a number of sporting
them have been sold In the
V fln w / United Si a’ es in a single year
camps in tbe region around Sunkhaze. average, 152 jut of 165, shooting E. C
Constipation, heartburn, sick
The main camps are about 15 miles G. E. Wagoner of Akron, Ohio, and
headache, dizzin ess, bad
are»..,. ..>re throat and eVi ry illness arising
from Old Town and are easily reached Dennis Upson of Cleveland, O., 2d gen I from
a dlsorded stomach are relieved or
by team. The game is very plentiful iu eral average, 151 out of 1651 shooting ured bv Rlpm s Tabules. One will generally
DuPont C. O LeCompte’ 3d g e n e r a l '*>aVt! reliet wihlu twenty miuuies. The five
this section of the state nd a large numr
&
! saint p ick.ig-j is eu > ugh ior ordinary occ
average,
146 out of 165, shooting “ Infall- j ona. A ll dru-uist s sel - them.
bes of deer as well as several fine moose
were shot within a short distance of the ible.”
Manniug, la., 27th aud 28.h of Sep
cam^s last season.
Abner McPheter-,
another member of this family is t> mber, Fred Gilbert, 1st General Av -t
guiding a party of New York sportsmen age, 379 out of 400, shooting DuPont
after moose aud on hL return will go A. P. M cD jw ellof Adair, la., 2d g neral average and 1 t amateur average,
into his old business in Maine.
370 out of 400, shooting Schuitze. R is
The commissioners of inland fish and sell Klein of Spirit Lake, la., 3 i g"U
game have received a petition with t-ev- eral average and 21 amateur average,
eral huudred signatures urging tuat fish- 371 out of 400, shooting “ Infallible.”
ways be built iu the dams on the Sebec
Centerburg, Ohio. Sept 29 h R 1.
river at the vil ages of Milo aud Sebec. Trimble, 1st general average, 132 cut <f
A hearing upou the petition has been 150, shootiug DuPont.
Fred Hall <>f
c " ^ t h e Whole Family y d r
ordered for Friday, Oct. 14, at 10 a. m., Utica, Ohio, 2 ! general average and 1st
at Sebec. The commissioners have been amateur av rage, 130 out of 159, shoot
notified by Game Warden E. C. Bass ing ‘ 'Infallible.” Ray Campbe 1 of Edi
that Joseph Ackley of Jackman was son, Ohio, 3d general and 2 i amateur
tried Oct. 4 before Tiial Justice II. W. average, 128 out, of 150, shooting Du
Holden of Moose River, (or the illegal Pont. Jessee Orr of L unville, Ohio, 8d
MARK
TRADE
killing of a deer aud floed $40 aud costs. ama’ enr average, 127 out of 150, shoot
ing DuPont.
NOT
MADE BY A T R U S T
Girardvdle, Pa., Sept. 29th aud 30t
Phillips and Madrid Sportsmen
/F you CJ/V/VOT OFF FHFSF B U B SfffS
FFOM
you/? OFAi£/?-tr/?/r£ US
J.
A.
R.
Elliott,
1st
general
average,
209
Willis Hardy of Phillips Archie Lufkin
Weston Lufkin, and Marshal Douglas^
are on a deer hunting trip in The Gore.
Mrs. Clifford Moores of Madrid has a
♦
beautifully mounted deer head from the
♦
deer that she shot last fall.
Chester Fairbanks of Phillips went out
tbe other afternoon and shot a deer.
The deer ran and it got so dark that
Fairbanks had to gvie it up for the night
It is anything that w ill produce an income. It may be money or property
and g . home. The next morning l.e
or ability, The only kind that is safe is ability. We guarantee to furnish
found the remains of the deer half eaten
the ability that w ill produce a good income, to any conscientious pupil.
RBAD T H IS
tipby bears.

(iaine Notes

I

T R A N S P O R T A T IO N .

T R A N S P O R T A T IO N .

TIM E - TABLE.

THE PHILLIPS 8 RANGELEY

WHAT IS CAPITAL?

Millbury, Mass., May 9 , 1904.
NEW A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .

Change of time, Bangor & Aroostook
railroad.
Sandy River railroad.
Phillips & Rvingeley railroad.
Ftanklin & Mrgantic railway.
Portland & Rumfoid Falls railway.
Printing ta'k.
Trout Fly Watch charm.

A UuaranteecI Cure For Piles.
Itching, Blird, Bleeding or Protuding P lie 8
Your dugglst will refund money if Pazo O I n f
Kent tails to cure you in 6 to 14 d a y s . 50 c t

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

Mr. B. C. A. Becker,
D ear S ir: - I tak e g rea t p lea su re in recom m en d in g y ou r system

of bu siness p r a c tic e to w h om soev er it m ay con cern .
After studying in your business room for seven months, you not
only fitted me for a position, but awakened in me an ambition to sutceed.
Upon graduating, you had a position awaiting me, which I held four years.
I again asked yonr advice this month and I thank you for the four
positions w hich you offered me. and for the position I now hold with the
People’s Coal Company, W orcester, Mass.
Farnie C. Stevens.

♦
«

♦

♦

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG.
B E C K E R 'S

B U S IN E S S

W O R CESTER

COLLEGE,

M A SS.

♦
♦

EUSTIS RAILROADS.

Monday, October 10, 1904.

Time-Table October 1 0,1 9 0 4 .
Tr’n l Tr’n3 Tr’n 6

The Only All,Bail Route to Rangeley. Th6
No rt h.
A. M. A . M P. M
Shortest, Quickest and Easiest Route to all
points in the Dead River Region, Stratton
and Eustis, giving ample time for Dinner or
Supper at Greene’ s Farm.
Farm ington,....... ..lv 11 00 12 10 4 47>
EAST
So. Strong,...........
A. M. P. M. A. M.
F. M. P. M.
„
No. 1 No. 3 No. 5
S tron g,................
12 05 12 42 6 10
Boston, E Div,
Lv
9 00
“
W Div,
g30
P h illip s,...............
12 30 1 00 5 30
„ „
,
\
A. M. P, M.
Portland,
8 30
12 55
P. M.
Tr’n2 Tr’n4 Tr’n 6
Farmington,
11 00
12 10
4 40
Sout h.
A.M . A. M. P. M.
Pld Ilips, ar
12 30
1 00
5 30
Phillips, lv
200
Madrid,
2 30
Madrid Junction,
2 32
Phillips.................
730 8 30 1 30
Reed’s Mill,
240
Sander’s Mill,
2 60
S tron g ,................
7 60 9 10 1 50
Redlngton,
3 20
Eustis Junction, lv
340
8 0 . Strong.............
Greene’s Farm, ar
4 20
Dead
River
Station,
lv
3
45
Farm ington,......
8 20 10 00 2 50
Range1ey, ar
400
WEST
WESTON LEW IP, Pres. F. N. BEAL, Supt.
A. M. A. M. A. M.
No. 2 No. 4 No. 6
Rangeley, lv
900
Dt ad River,
915
Greene’s Farm,
g49
Eustis Junction, ar,
920
Shortest and easiest route to Eustls and ithe Redington, 1 v,
949
•Sander’s Mill,
1095
Dead River region.
•Reed’s Mill,
1015
•Madrid Junction,
1028
t i h a s - t ^ l b z j X ),
•Madrid,
10
Phillips,
ar,
11 00
In Effect October 1 0 ,1 9 0 4 .
P. M.
730
8 30
130
SOUTH.
am ; pm pm Phillips, lv,
Farmington,
820 10 00
220
Bigelow, lv
11 00 2 00 6 45 Portland,
1220
545
Carrabassett,
11 20 2 25 7 05 Boston, E Div, ar
400
9 05
11 40 3 00 7 30
“
W Div, ar
405
Klngfleld
AM AM PM
The American Express Co. transacts busi
I lv
7 00 7 16 12 50
ness at all points on line o f Phillips «&Range*N. Freeman, lv
7 05
12 55
ley railroad
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv
7 35
•Flag Stations.
8 alem,
7 20 7 45 110
tStage connections for Stratton and Ena Us
•Summit, lv
7 33 8 40 1 12
and
all points in the Dead River region.
*W. Freeman, lv
7 35
125
The above table shows the time that trains
Strong, ar
7 45 9 10 1 35
may
he expected to arrive and depart from
NORTH.
a m am pm
the several stations but Is not guaranteed.
Strong, lv
8 20 10 00 6 12
Subject to change and correction without
notice.
•W. Freeman, lv
8 30
5 17
•Summit, lv
F le tc h e r P o p e , General Manager.
8 40 10 30 527
Salem,
D. F. F ie l d , Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
8 45 10 35 5 35
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv 8 50 10 40
•No. Freeman, lv
8 55
543
( ar
9 06 11 30 6 50
Klngfleld, f
pm
( lv
9 20 1200 5 55
Carrabassett,
9 50 12 35 6 20
In Effect October 1 0 ,1 9 0 4 .
Bigelow, ar
10 20 105 6 40
•Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to
conductor. tMixed trains.
Trains leave Oquossoc for Rumford
Close connection la made at Strong with
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port
Boston,
0.6Oa m
land and Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Boston, Portland, Lewiston and
and Enstls, at Carrabasset for Flagstaff and
Rumiord Falls,
6.25 p m
Dead River.
GEO. M. VOSE, SUPERINTENDENT.
Through Parlor Cars between Portland and
Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Trains run dally except Sunday.
R. C. B r a d f o r d , Traffic Man., Portland, M*.
E. L. L ove j o y , Supt., Rumford, Falls, Me.

FRANKLIN 4 MEGANTIC RY.

,r

PORTLAND & RUMFORD FALLS RY

Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Co.
Time-Table, August 1, 1904.
G O IN G

lv
ar

Mountain View ,
lv
R an geley Outlet
ar
S o , R a n g e le y i
lv
P . & R. F. Ry \
P o r t l a n d M C .K .R . a r
Boston
l E . D. ar
B .& M .R .R i W D . ar
G O IN G N O R T H

Boston

(E . D.

A M.

A. M

S O U IH

R an geley,
R . L . H. Wharf,
South Rangeley,

lv

N oon

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

P. M.

t6 25 *8 OOf i 2 05 •2 40
6 30 8 05 12 IO a 45

7 10

7 20

Arrangement o f Trains.

12 45

8 55
9 OO

NOON
12 25

P. M.
I 25
I OO

IN EFFECT MONDAY, OCT. 10, 1904.

3 *5
3 30

P ullman Ca r

s e r v ic e .

Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Cari
5 45
bou and Bangor on train leaving Cariboo at
4 00
9 05
5.00
a m and Bangor at 3.15 p m. Sleeping
9 IO
4 10
Car on train leaving Caribou 4.10 p m, ana
A. M. A. M. P. M. A. M Bangor
3.55 a m.
t9 00

IO OO

B .& M .R .R . ( W . D . lv

8 30

Portland M .C .R .R .
So . R angeley )
F & R . F. R y . j
R angeley Outlet
M ountain View,

lv
ar

South Rangeley,
R . L H . W harf,
R an eelev.

lv
ar to 45
ar IO CO

P. M.
I 30

t 7 °J>

II

lv *TO OO
lv
10 05

6 15

50

NOON
12 OO

*5
5

°o
05

6 25

5 *5 7 00
5 50 7 05
•Daily. fDawy except Sunday. Connects
at Rangeley Outlet with stage to and from
the lower Rangeley Lakes.
The above time-table shows time boats may
be expected to arride and depart from the
several points, but is not guaranteed.
Last regu’ ar trips for Ihe season of 1904
w ill be made October 1st.
H. H. FIELD, General Manager.
12 35
12 40

First-Glass Liven.
We have everything in the livery
l.ne that is needed.
The stable has
been enlarged and newly equipped
throughout.
Experienced drivers
will take parties when desired.

HOOD RUBBERS P . Richardson & Co

We furnish the Capital.

AND

SAND! RIVER R. R.

R a n g el ey , M a i n e .

TRAINS LEAVE BANGOR.

3.55 A. M.—For and arriving at Millinocket,
6.40 a. m., Houlton 8.50 a. m., Presque Isle,
10.32 a. m., Fort Fairfield, 11.00 a. m., Caribou,
11.00 a. m. Van Buren 12.50 p m.
7.00 A M.—For and arriving at Brownvllle,
3.01 a m, Katahdin Iron Works 9 50 a m, M1U1nocket 10.25 a m, Patten 11.50 a m,Ashland 2 15
p m, Fort Kent 415 pm , Houlton 1255 p m,
Presque Isle 2.46 p m Caribou 3.15, p m, Van
Buren 5 20 p m, Fort Fairfield 3.05 p m, Lime
stone 4.10 pm , Dovet 9.1U m, Guilford 9.41
a m, Monson 10.15 a m, Greenville 10.55 am,
Kineo 1.00 p. m.
3.15 P M.—For and arriving at Brownvllle
4.48 p m , Millinocket 6.03 p m, Sherman 6.54
p m, Patten 7.25 p m, Houiton 8 15 p m, Mars
Hill and Blain- 9 25p m, Presque Isle 9.57 p
m, Caribou 10.25 p m, Foit Fairfield 10.15 p no.
4.50 P M.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10
p m, Milo 6.35 p m. Brownyille 6.45 p m. Dover
ano Foxcroft 7 03 p m , Guilford 7.26 p m,
Greenville 8.40 p m, Quebec 1.15 p m, Mon
treal 8.35 a m.
ARRIVALS
9 25 AM . Leaving Montreal 7.25 p m , Qu
bee 3.00 p m, Greenville 5 35 a m, Guilford 6.44
a m, Dover 7.02 a m, Brownviile 7.20 a m, MUo
7.30 a m.
1.00 P M Leave Caribou 6.00 a m, Presque
Isle 6.2 a m, Fort. Fairfield 6.( 0 a m, Houlton
8.05 a m. Ashland 6 50 a in, Patten 8 50 a m,
Millinocket 10.16 a m, Brownviile 11.25 a m,
Milo 11 34 a m.
7.25 P M.—Leaving Kineo 1.20 p m , Green
ville 3.40 p m Monaoi 3.35 p m , Guilford 4.50
p m, D. /e i 5 08 p m, Limestone 9.50 a m, Van
Buren 7 00 a m, Caribou il 49 p m, Presque Isle
12 11 uni, Fort. Fatrtleld 11.35 a m, Houlton 2.00
in Fort Kent 10 40 a m, Ashland 12. 45 p m.
atten 2 50 p m , Sherman 3 27 p m. Millinocket
4 20 p m , Brownviile 5.33p m, Milo 5.43 p m,
Lagrange 6.10 p m.
1145 P M. Leaving Caribou 4.10*p m, Fort
Fairfle.d 4.15 p uu Presque Isle 4. 8p m, Houl
ton 6.20 p m Millinocket 8.43 p m . |
C. C. BROWN,
General Passenger ai>d Ticket Agent.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
General Manager.
Bangor, Me., October 8,1904
*

P

Printing Talk
If you want to know
where to get good
We are constantly making es’ i
mates for printing of various kinds.
The result is that we get our share of
the big jobs as well as the small,
and we have grown to feel that noth
or desire circulars, de
ing is too large for us to print. We
scriptive matter or in for
like to get up small business cards.
mation regarding Hotels
Big catalogues are also in our line,
or
Camps in MAINE S
in fact big or little, anything that can
HUNTING or FISHING
be printed by anybody anywhere,
BEG IONS, address
can be done right here. There are
many reasons why the people who
Ma i n e w o o d s i n f o r m a 
read this should have us do their
work.
t i o n BUREAU,
J . W. B R A C K E T T CO.,

HUNTING

Phillips,

-

.

Maine.

Phillis,

-

-

Maine

M AINE

8

MATTERS AT AUGUSTA.
Famous

Englishman

Maine’s Fish and Game.
Long

Island

Fisherman

H O TELS

Requirements o f the Came Laws.

Studying

llad

l)eer Hide In His Possession.
A distinguished and interesting
visitor, who is making a prolonged
stop in Maine this summer and fall, is
Lieut. Col. Andrew C. T. Haggard, a
brother of H. Rider Haggard, the fa
mous English novelist. Colonel Hag
gard is a retired officer of .the English
army, and is himself engaged in liter
ary pursuit, being a well-known con
tributor to various English periodicals
and magazines, particularly those de
voted to sporting matters. He is now
making an extended visit to America,
and after spending several months in
Canada, is now devoting an equally
long period to Maine, whose fishing Jand
hunting resources he is carefully study
ing with a view of preparing several
articles for the English publications
which he represents.
Something of
the kind of a sportsman Colonel Hag
gard is may be found in the fact that
while stopping at Belgiade Lakes, he
caught by far the largest trout ever
taken there on a fly, and also caught the
first landlocked salmon ever taken on
the fly in those waters. While in the
Rangeley region he also has great suc
cess and upon one trip succeeded in
catching 16 fish upon the fly, while the
other members of the party were abso
lutely without any returns for their day’ s
labor.
Colonel Haggard is particularly in
terested in the salmon which are
caught in Pierce pond, near Bingham.
It will be recalled that several years ago
the commissioners of inland fish and
game placed a number of quinnet
salmon in this pond supplied from the
Pacific coast
waters byjthe United
States government. Recently' salmon
have been caught in considerable num
bers in this pond, and there has been
much disc ussion as to whether these
were quinnet salmon or landlocked
salmon found in other Maine waters.
The commissioners are firmly of the
opinion that they are quinnet salmon,
and in this opinion they are joined by
numerous authorities, while others
hold that they were the ordinary land
locked salmon. Colonel Haggard has
caught a splendid specimen of the sal
mon in this pond, and will have it sent
to the national government at Washing
ton that its species may be determined
by the experts there, a little later,
when the hunting season is open,
Colonel Haggard will devote himself to
Maine’s big game with the same zeal
and thoroughness that he nas shown in
the study of the fish in its lakes and
ponds. The article which he will pre
pare for Euglish publications will cer
tainly be of much interest, and will be a
great advertisement for Maine as a fishiDg and hunting resort.
Tnrougb the cl ver detective work of
State Game Warden Geo. E. Cushmaq
of Portland, Theodore Johnson, a Long
island fisherman, appeared in court
recently to the charge of having a deer’ s
hide in his possession out of season, and
also to the charge of having shot the
deeix Some days ago Warden Cush
man got wind of the fact that a deer
had been shot in Casco bay, and he
followed up the scent so weil that with
a search warraut he went to the house
of Johnson, aud after a short search
found the hide of a recently killed deer
hanging up in the cellar. Johnson told
Mr. Cushman that he found the hide
floating in the water, but later contra
dicted this statement and said a man
who found it gave it to him. The pelt
of the deer as far as the neck, was
practically perfect, but the neck near
the base of the skull, and the head was
literally riddled with shot which upon
examination proved to be number 2
bird shot. It was evident that whoever
shot the animal must have been almost
on top of it, and there is little doubt in
the warden’ s mind that he was shot
while swimming.
Johnson has a b g
Hampton motor boat and Mr. Cushman
charges the deer was pursued in this.
The horns were sawed off close to the
base. The deer was a buck and would
probably have weighed about 125
pounds. Johnson at first attempted to
resist the seizure of the hide which the
warden brought to the city as evidence
but soon thought belter of it.—Kenebec
Journal

To Camp Owners.
Many owners of camps who have
M a i n e W oods regularly, but who have
had no camp news in our columns for a
long time past, if ever, would do well to
send us a little news about their people
and their attractions. We would print
it and it would pay the camps well. We
like to have mail sent to us as early as
Monday, for the current week, wheD
possible.
J. W. B r a c k e t t C o.,
Phillips, Maine

WOODS, OCTOBER

We copy the following from the Ban
gor News for the benefit of hunters in
general.
Augusta, Oct. 3, 1904.
Editor of Bangor Daily News, Bangor
Me.:
Dear S ir :-I n the interesting article
upon the opening of the big game sea
son published in the News of Saturday,
Oct. 1st, appears this statement
“ * * * Every man is ob iged to
get out on the platform (at Bangor) and
identify his game, else it will be seized
by the watchful wardens, for the law
says that all game shipped out of the
state must be accompanied by its
owner. * * *”
Now this is somewhat misleading and
I beg to correct the same.
Under the
non-resident is not obliged to identify
his game. All that a person who has
killed a moose or a deer by virtue of his
hunting license has to do in order to
have the same transported to his home
is to present his game and his hunting
license to a transportation agent, where
upon the agent will detach the proper
coupons from the license and attach
them to the game aud the owner need
give no further care to it. He is not ob
liged to accompany his game neither is
he required to identify it after the
coupons from his hunting license are at
tached tc the same.
You further state that * * * * ‘a
moose or a deer, or parts thereof, may
be carried out of the state, without be
ing accompanied by the owner. * *
* when marked with a ^special offi
cial shipping tag supplied by station
and express agents, costing $5.00 for a
moose * * * $2.00 for a deer.”
Now these tags are no longer used by
non-residents, as the coupons on^their
hunting licenses take the place of these
special tags.
A resident of Maine must accompany
his game and identify it at Bangor un
less one of the official shipping tags is
attached, but under no circumstances
can a resident of Maine send game out
of the’state under one of these special
transportation licenses. If he wishes
to take his game out of the state le
must accompany it and identify it.
Yours truly,
Leroy T. Carleton, Chairman.
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CAMPS

Aroostook County.
Via Ox bo w , Me . «
Atkins’s Camps. Famous region for Moose,
deer, and big fish. Write for special small
maps and circular to
W. M. A t k i n s . Oxbow, Me.
V ia Ox b o w , M a i n e .

Spider Lake Camps. Good camps. Unexcelled
trout fishing. Good accommodations. Allegasli trips a specialty. Address,
Akbo & L i b b y , Oxbow, Me.

Franklin County.
Eu st is , Ma in e .
Round Mountain Lake Camps. Give us a trial
if you want a fine buck. During the 1903 bunt
ing season ten (10) licensed hunters saw over
two hundred (200) deer in two weeks hunting
and picked twenty bucks. Camps open dur
ing December. Warm comfortable cabins.
D ion O. B l a c k w e l l , Mgr.,
Eustis, Franklin Co., Maine.
New York office, Room 29, 335 Broadway.
W il t o n La k e .

Blue Mountain Camps. Ideal spot for sum
mer vacation with everything the county aifords. A New York chef prepares the food
For particulars address,
W il l is E. Bac h k l l er .
489 5tli Ave., New York.
After June 1, Wilton, Me.
R an g eley l a k e s
Camp Beniis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
Ca p t . F. C. B a r k e r . Prop’r, Bemis.
R a n g e l e y La k e s , M a i n e .

Mountain View House is one ot the most mod
ern, up to date summer homes in the state of
Maine. Its beautiful location at the foot o f
Rangeley lake on a picturesque cove, gives it
many attractions, w hile the best of fishing is
within close proximity. The boating and
canoeing is the best on the lake; the drives
are unsurpassed for beautiful scenery and
the woods around are tilled with delightful
patlis^aud trails. Croquet and tennis grounds
adjoin the house. The cuisine is of the best;
fruit, vegetables, fish ana game in their
season with plenty o f milk and cream. Pure
spring water is furnished the house irom a
spring above. Rooms large, well lighted and
pleasant. Hunters find plenty of deer, par
tridge and woodcock in the woods near by.
Send for 1904 booklet to
L. E . B o w l e y . M o u n t a in View House,
Mountain View , Rangeley Lakes, Me.
Via F a r m in g to n .
Clear Water Camps. First - class fishing.
E. G. Ga y , Route 1, Farmington, Me.

j

R a n g eley La k e s .
j Bald Mountain Camps are situated j'at the
1foot of Bald Mountain in a good fishing secj tion
Steamboat accom m odations O. K.
Telephone at camps. Two mails daily.
Write fo r free circular to
A mos E l l is , Prop’ r, Bald Mountain, Me.

There were two giraffes who kept
house together in the desert of Tim
buktu. They were a young couple
who had recently been married, aud
because of their inquisitiveness I have
called them Adam and Eve.
They were snort aud sleek and spot
ted, with necks no longer than a
pony’s, for in the days I speak o f the
giraffes ate grain like a horse and did
not bother with trees.
One day Eve came running to Adam,
saying, “ Oh, Adam, I’ve found the
greatest bargain.”
“ What is it, my dear?”
“ It’s a lovely box of marshmallows,
all done up in silver paper, left here by

dead

R i v e r R e g io n .

Greene’s Farm is headquarters at the entrance
to the Dead River region. Trains run within
less than a quarter oi a mile of my house and
are met, by my i earns. People stopping at my
house over night can take the early train, ar
riving in Boston at about 5 o’ clock. My stage
for Eustis w ill meet the night train in and the
noon 'rain out. I. W. Gr e e n e , Proprietor,
Coplin, Maine.
St r a t t o n , Ma in e .
Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the
Dead River region. Good table and clean
beds. Good livery connected. Parties taken
to any and all camps in this section at reason
able rates. E. H. Grose , Prop'r., Stratton, Me
P. o. Be a v e r Pond , Me .
Grant’ s Camps. The popular resort o f the
Rangeieys. Situated at Seven Ponds, 27 miles
from Rangeley village.
Good backboard
road. Deer are seen daily from cam p doors.
Small game is abundant. Fishing cann«*fbe
excelled anywhere. Fiist-elass accom m oda
tions for ladies.
E d G r a n t & Sons .
Ne a r Ra n g e l e y .
Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a
nice place to spend a summer vacation. For
rates and particulars correspond with
H in k l e y & Rob e r ts , Rangeley, Me.
On P h il l ip s & Ra n g e l e y Ra il r o a d .
Redington Camps and Cottages. Good accom 
modate ms, with best ol
fishing.
One
minute’s walk from Redington station. Write
for circular.
J. E. Hough , Proprietor,
P. O., Rangeley, Maine.
Str o n g , M a in e .
Hotel Strong. Beautiful
summer home, best o f
stream fishing, with nu
merous trout and togue
ponds of easy access.
Newly furnished, good
accom modations, pure
spring water.
R. S. J ohn son , Proprie
tor, Strong, Me.

“ try

a p i e c e w it h m e .”

that last band of English soldiers. It
will last me a month at least, and all
for nothing.”
“ Well, I shan’t touch it. I don’t be
lieve in eating strange foods,” said the
husband decidedly.
“ Oh, try a piece with me, dear,” she
pleaded. “ You know you won’t refuse
your Evie.”
Saying which she took out a yeast
cake from the box and ate it and gave
him a piece also.
“ It’s pretty good,” said both. “ Makes
you thristy, though,” said she after
eatfhg nearly the whole box.
Both took a large drink o f water at
the spring. But, terrible to relate, the
yeast began to work and lifted their
heads higher and higher and strained
their poor necks all out o f proportion
until they stood eighteen feet high
from toe to crown. “ Oh, dear, I wish
we hadn’ t eaten them,” said Eve.
“ Yes; you’ll have to get your supper
off a tree top tonight Serves you
light; you tempted me,” said Adam
•ulklly.
And from that day to this the giraffe
has had a long neck. Don’t meddle.—
JSt Louis Post-Dispatch.

F a r m in g t o n , M a i n e .
Hotel W illow s. Refurnished entire. E xcel
lent location. Best possible fire protection,
eleetriejiights. new steam heat, spring water,
large cool rooms, billiard room. Rooms can
now be engaged for the summer months.
Free carriage to all trains.
J. R. K e l l e y . Prop’ r.
Sk i n n e r , M a in e .
Log Cabin Retreat.
Finest fishing and deer hunting in Maine.
Send for circular.
L og Ca b in Re t r e a t , Skinner, Me.
P h il l ip s , M e .
Comfort Cottage. Good fishing, w ater works,
electric lights, telephone. Free carriage to
station.
M r s . W. K. M il l e t t .
P h i l l i p s , M a in e .

Phillips Hotel.
Good fishing.

Carriage meets all trains.
C. A. Ma h o n e y , Prop’r.
H ain es Landing , M e .
MooselookmegunticHouse
offers excellent accom 
modations to sportsmen.
It is in close proximity
to the best fishing the
lake offers. No hay fe 
ver. Address from Nov.
until May ,Th e o . L. P ag e
Prop, Senate Cafe, Wash
ington, D. C. After May
1, Haines, Landing, Me.J

R a n g e l e y La k e .
Munyon’ a Springs. The most beautiful spot
W. w . SMITH. Mgr., Rangeley, Me.

in M aine.

A t F a r m in g t o n .
The Stoddard House is delightfully located for
those wishing to spend the vacation among
the hills and near good fishing and hunting.
Write for particulars.
W. H. McD on ald , Prop., Farmington, Me.

GET BUCK

H O T E L S A N D CAM PS.
Via R a n g e l e y .
Kennebago Lake House on the shore of Kennebago Lake. One o f the best fishing sections.
Good fishing every' day in the season. Excel
lent accom m odal ions. Address,
R ich ard so n Br o s ., Proprietors,
K ennebago Maine.

AGUE.

All the Newcomers to the Maine
Woods liave

It.

Hundreds of enthusiastic men and
women plunge boldly along well defined
trails in the Maine forests each autumn
D e a d r i v e r r e g io n .
The New Shaw House, Eustis, Maine, will be
built as a modern hotel and open about June , seeking the stately buck. The hunting
15,1904. There w ill be about 40 rooms. Cor- : of deer either from a canoe or upon the
respondenee solicted.
forest trail is one of the rarest experi
ences in human existence. The most
E u s t is , M a in e .
Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead River mysterious influence with which ihe
Region, 2000 feet above the sea level. In the
hunter has to contend is the “ buck
heart of Maine’ s best fishing ground.
Write for further particulars to
fever.”
J u l ia n K. V il e s , Eustis Me.
“ Just wait ’ till you git ‘ buck fever,’ ”
F o u r M il e s p r o m r a n g e l e y .
Wborff’s Camps, Dead Hlver Pond, P. O. says an old hunter. “ I’ ll tell ye thet
Address, Rangelev, Maine. Send for circular. |when a man or womau gits that fever
E. B. WnoRPF, Proprietor, j
they air likely to do anything. I’ve
V la. R a n g e l e y , 4
York’ s Camps, Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Trout, known ’ em to shoot in the air, shoot
Salmon, Birds, Deer, Canoeing, Bathing, etc. through the bottom of the boat aud
A postal brings illustrated booklet.
sink her or tremble so thet they could
J .L ew is Y o r k , Prqp.,
Rangeley, Me.
not shoot at all.
“ One night I was up a tree with a
Kennebec County.
guide waiting for a deer to come out
and feed. After we’ d waited uigh an
B e l g r a d e L a k e s , Me .
The Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel In New hour we saw the bushes on the edge of
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, j
Ch a s . A . H il l & SON, Managers. , the woods above us begin to move.
Vh) B in g h a m . Ma in e .
|The moon was shinin’ an’ we could see
Carry Pond Camps. Sixty deer shipped from ' a fine deer cornin’ down to the water.
these camps last season. Before making
arrangements where to go write me for in fo r -; Right at the edge of the wood he stopped
mation. H e n r y J. L a n e , Bingham, Maine.
and sniffed. He waited a minit and
then began to nibble the bark of a tree.
Piscataquis County.
“ Thet guide with me shook as if he
bad the ague. He trembled so thet he
Via Ches uncook , Ma in e
Ripogenus Lake Camps, reached via Green could hardly hold on to the tree an’ we
ville or Norcross. Best hunting and fishing lost thet deer all on account of thet
in the Penobscot valley. Moose, deer, bear,
guide gittin’ ‘ buck fever.’ He hed been
grouse and trout. Send for circular.
R e g in a ld C. T hom as , Chesuneook, P. O.
huntin’ deer fer years, but he said he
always felt the same way when he saw a
Somerset County.
deer come near an’ he could not see
well enough to aim a gun.
J a c k m an , M e ., P. O.
Gerard’s Camps on Little Spencer Waters o f | “ I had the ‘buck fever’ once,” says a
Big Spencer Lake. The place to com e for i
deer and partridges w ith a fair chance for j woman hunter who visits the north
moose, bear and the smaller animals. Good |
camps, good Rangeley boats and new trails j woods regularly each autumn. “ The
to ail of the haunts o f big game. Come and ! guides had placed me on a runway and
see for yourselves.
I
1 waited to hear something moving
t h o s . G e r a r d , Prop’ ., Jackman, Me.
Somerset County.
through the woods toward me. At first
’ way off in the distance I heard a dry
J a c k m an , Ma in e .
Heald Pond. Sportsmen why not go where twig crack. I had been expecting the
you can get your money’ s worth. I control i
145 square miles, 18 ponds, 30 camps north sound for a long time, but when I heard
west of Moosehead lake. Booklet and map ■
it my heart began to beat very fast.
free for the asking.
H. H ug h ey .
The deer may not have beeo three minutes from the time I first heard it in
Washington County.
getting into full view, but it seemed an
G r a n d L a k e St r e a m , M e .
The Birches. C om e h ere fo r your fa ll hu nt |hour to me. I began to think that I
ing.
F r a n k H. B a l l .
would never see him, when there sud
denly appeared a beautiful buck only a
New Hampshire.
few rods away. He looked straight at
me aud I could not take my eyes off
RANGELEY LAKES.
I was simply spellbound. My
Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most pictur him.
esque retreat, charming scenery, beautiful arms were like lead. I struggled indrives, excellent boating, good fishing. Send
j ward to burst some mysterious bounds,
for booklet.
K. H. Da v is , Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.
|The gun lay in my lap ready for use. I
1appreciated all these things, but was
helpless:
“ At last, after a great effort I lifted
my arms. But they came up with a
violent jerk and frightened the deer
BY CHARLES BRADFORD.
away. That was some years ago, and
although it took me several seasons to
Author of “ The Determined A n  { overoome the sensation, I am now able
gler,” “ The Wild Fow lers.” Illus |to shoot like a man, once I get a bead on
the deer.” —Portland Press.

The Angler’s Secret.

trated. Net, $i.oo postage xoc.
The A n glers Secret is, as the au
thor tells us, to replenish the soul
and not the creel. It is a secret that
cannot be revealed to an unsmypathetic mind, and only the lover ofnature
can fully understand that commun
ing with field, stream and sky which
results in the perfect contentment of
the angler who has learned the secret.
With M a i n e W oods one year $1.6 0
postpaid . Address orders to
M a i n e W oods, Phillips, Me.

Sportsman’s
Information....
Free

information

concerning

M A IN E ’S H U N T IN G and FISH
IN G R E G I O N S ; descriptive circua rs of hotels, camps and summer
resorts ol all kinds, time-tables, list
of guides, etc., can be obtained free

Lake and

oy addressing
Maine Woods Information Bureau,

Forest,
AS I H AVE KNOWN THEM
By Ca p t . F . C . B a r k e r .

A book of woodcratt, camp life,
logging, river driving, guiding and

Phillips. Maine.

SPORT
-

INDEED

a general description of life by water
and in the'woods.

This volumn is

finely illustrated

by

from life.

photographs

-

BY

T H O M A S M A R T IN D A L E .

It contains much quant

A.graphic description of camp life
humor as well as a vast amount of in Maine, finely illustrated from
entertaining information and many photographs by the author.
A book every woods lover should
good stories.
have.
Price $ 1.60,
Postage 14c
Price $ i . j o postpaid or w ith M a in *
additional.
With M a in e W oods
W oods i year, $ 1.7 5 . Address
$2.50. Address
M A IN E W O O D S,
Phillips,

M A IN E W OODS,
Maine Phillips,

-

-

-

Maine.

